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Abstract

My thesis really reflects the current stage of my thinking and understanding in my long
journey through two parallel systems of education - Warlpale and Arrernte. My research
for this thesis has brought me to a way of thinking about these two systems together but
with the Arrernte way of teaching and learning central and powerful throughout. This is not
to be confused with 'bothways' education where from my experience the Warlpale way is
still the core of the teaching and learning.
My thesis tells of my journey towards this new understanding. I have drawn, as fully as I am
allowed, on my Anpernirrentye and the spiritual knowledge and Altyerrenge stories that
arises from my Arrernte country. From this knowledge base I observed and reflected on the
pedagogical practices of Arrernte women Elders during our significant women's ceremonies
on country. I then analysed these practices using my Arrernte knowledge of the
Anpernirrentye to identify Arrernte women's pedagogy in terms of principles, curriculum
development and teaching and learning practices.
These Arrernte education principles, curriculum development and teaching and learning
practices together make up Ayeye-Ileme Ingketeme-Akerte, 'following the cultural
footsteps of our Elders'. I have identified nineteen teaching and learning practices through
which the Arrernte women's pedagogy can be adopted and adapted to the classrooms of
Arrernte community schools. If this were to happen, with the support of Arrernte teachers,
parents and Elders, Arrernte children would be in culturally safe teaching and learning
environments, and environments in which they would stay strong in Arrernte way while
learning without confusion Warlpale curriculum.
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Arrernte name for billygoat hill, Alice
Springs, where the site healing centre
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Aknganeke-arle

birthplace or birthmark, belonging to a
birthplace

Akngerrepate

A group of Elders, very old wise men
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Akngeye

father, father’s brother, father's
brothers’ children, man’s son-in-law

Alakenhe akngeyenge-arle rarle aknganeke
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Alangkwe
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Alere
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Alhampwe
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Altharte
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Altyele

father’s sister’s daughter, mother’s
brother’s daughter, female crosscousin

Altyelenhe

cousin

Altyelenhenge

cross cousins

Altyelenhenge areye
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Altyelenhenge there
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Altyerrenge
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Alwekere
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Alyapere
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Alyathenge

sacred site on Arrernte country

Amoonguna

Arrernte township 21 km from Alice
Springs

Ampe

woman’s daughter/son

Ampe alhampwe – mape

widow’s children

Ampere

woman’s daughter/son

Ampetyane

Arrernte skin name

Angale

Arrernte skin name
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Angkweye – angkweye

the Ant lion sisters

Anherre

woman’s mother’s brother’s
daughter’s daughter, woman’s
daughter-in-law

Ankele

father’s sister’s son, mother’s brother’s
son, male cross-cousin

Ankerre/arleye

emu

Anpernirrentye

Arrernte kinship system

Aperle

father’s mother, woman’s son’s
daughter/son

Aperle ikwerenhe

our/his grandmother on father's side

Aperle-kenhe

belonging to grandmother

Apmereke-artweye

traditional land owners

Apmereke-artweye mape

country belonging to people

Apmereyanhe

belonging to country

Apmerrke

a young teenager turning into a young
man

Apwelhe

a cultural festival for young boys

Aranda

early form of spelling Arrernte

Arelhe

women

Arelhe akngerrepate

Arrernte Elders

Arelhe Anewe

wife

Arethape

like a baby, childish

Arltunga

now a mining ghost town 110 km east
of Alice Springs

Arnge

seed, any seed

Arremparrenge

sookie child, always crying

Arrenge

father’s father, man’s son’s
daughter/son

Arrenge ikwerenhe

his/her grandfather, fathers' father

Arrenge-kenhe

beginning to grandfather

Arrentye

evil spirit or monster

Arrernte

Aboriginal nation of Central Australia

Arrernteke Akaltye-Irrene

learning about Arrernte

Arrkernke

sacred site on Arrernte country

Arrpenirrentye

rule of law

Arrwempe

little cross-cousin

Arterrke

sacred site on Arrernte country

Artwe

man

Artwe Anewe

husband

Ateye

little brother

xi

Atnye

mother’s brother, father’s sister’s
husband, women’s mother’s brother’s
son’s son (women’s son-in-law)

Atwakeye

bush oranges

Atyemeye

mother’s father, man’s daughter’s
daughter/son

Atyemeye-kenhe

mother's father

Atyeye

little sister

Awenhe

father’s sister, mother’s brother’s wife

Awenhekwe

father's sister's children

Awenke

a young teenager becoming a young
women of marrying age

Ayenge

Me (ego)

Ayeye-Ileme Ingketeme-Akerte

following the cultural footsteps of our
Elders

Blekpala

Aboriginal person (Kriol language)

Coolamon

urtne/ carrying wooden dish

Ewininga

Arrernte place in Central Australian

Imperre

stripes representing the Symbols of the
Land

Imphenhe

wanting or after someone for a long
time or wanting something

Ingke Nteweye

foot dropping or foot dragging

Inmartwe

mustard bush food

Inteye Arrkwe

sacred site on Arrernte country

Ipmenhe

mother’s mother, woman’s daughter’s
daughter/son, cross-cousin’s
wife/husband

Ipmenhe-kenhe

belonging to father’s mother

Irlkerteye

sacred site on Arrernte country

Itelarentye

knowing our culture

Itnewerrenge

sacred site on Arrernte country

Iwenhe Tyerrtye

what it means to be an Arrernte
person

Japananka

Walpriri skin name

Kake

brother

Kemarre

Arrernte skin name

Kngwarraye

Arrernte skin name

Kwertengerle

caretakers of the land of Apmerekeartweye

Kwertengerle mape

care takers of the land or guardian of
the land

Kweye Kelekatyaye

exclamation ‘my goodness girls’

xii

Ltyentye Apurte

Arrernte township 80kms east of Alice
Springs

Marla Kweke

little girl

Marle

female

Meye

mother, man’s father’s sister’s son’s
daughter, man’s daughter-in-law

Miwatj

an Aboriginal Health Corporation in
Yirrkala

Mparnwenge

sacred site on Arrernte country

Mperlkere

white or white person

Mwere

woman’s father’s sister’s daughter’s
son (woman’s son-in-law)

Nauiyu Nambiyu

Aboriginal township on the Daly River
150kms south-southwest of Darwin

Ngangkere

traditional healer

Ngkarte

boss or priest or Jesus

Nyurrpe

subsection groups that the eight
Arrernte skin names are divided into
forming two equal subsection groups

Parparpe

quickly to do something

Peltharre

Arrernte skin name

Penangke

Arrernte skin name

Pengarte

Arrernte skin name

Perrurle

Arrernte skin name

Pintaherraherre

the Emu Man Ancestor

Tartarte

baby name for atyemeye, mother’s
father

Therirrerte

sacred site on Arrernte country

Tyangkertangkerte

name of the boy, cheeky boy

Ulerarrlkwe

sacred site on Arrernte country

Ulyawe

can't handle anything

Ulyerperre Ampetye

sacred site on Arrernte country

Urremerne

Arrernte country

Urreye

male or boy

Urtne

coolaman/wooden carrying dish

Utnenge

the flesh of the country

Walpriri

Aboriginal nation of the Tanami Desert
northwest of Alice Springs

Warlekwerte

widow

Warlpale

Whitefellar

Watypala

Whitefellar (Kriol language)

Werirrte

sacred site on Arrernte country

xiii

Yeperenye

caterpillar

Yipirinya

Arrernte community school in Alice
Springs

Yirrkala

Yolgnu town on the Gove Peninsula in
Northeast Arnhem Land

Yolgnu

Aboriginal nation of Northeast Arnhem
Land

Yuendumu

Walpriri township 350 kms northwest
of Alice Springs

Yurrkuru

sacred site on Walpriri country central
to the Coniston massacre, near
Yuendumu
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Chapter 1

Introduction to My Master of Education by
Research Study

1.1

My Research Journey

I am an Arrernte woman living at Amoonguna near Alice Springs. My skin name is Penangke. My
father’s father’s country is around Emily Gap, Jessie Gap, Amoonguna, Urremerne and also
Ewininga. I am also an Arrernte classroom teacher with qualifications from Batchelor College
and Deakin University. I began teaching in the Catholic school at Santa Teresa, Ltyentye Apurte,
a Catholic mission community about 82 km southeast of Alice Springs. I started in 1985 as an
Assistant Teacher before becoming a qualified teacher in 1989. I have also been teaching for
fifteen years to Indigenous and non–Indigenous children of all ages within Northern Territory
schools at Yipirinya (Yeperenye) in Alice Springs and at the Yirrkala Community School in
Yirrkala. I also taught adult health workers at Miwatj in Nhulunbuy.
During this time I have supported non-Indigenous teachers and Indigenous teachers, and
principals to learn about Indigenous knowledge, learning and teaching. This has required me to
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be ‘a-go-between’ with the Community and the teachers and principals, particularly at Ltyentye
Apurte.
I have been keen to find out why Arrernte children are not doing as well at school as nonIndigenous children. I think it is to do with the way teaching is delivered and the lack of
emphasis on cultural language and relationships and connections within the Arrernte
community. And I would like to find out how language and relationships and connections within
the Arrernte community impacts on children’s motivation to learn.
I have been involved in a program as part of my recent work with the Akeyulerre Healing Centre
in Alice Springs and this work has helped me think about my research for my Masters study. My
work with the Akeyulerre Healing Centre was on a part time basis from 2010 to 2013.
The Akeyulerre Healing Centre program that I coordinated and delivered was the ‘Bush Schools’
Program.
‘Bush Schools’ is a program run by the Arrernte people in central Australia
through our organization Akeyulerre.
The purpose of the program is to create opportunities for Arrernte children
and young people to spend time with the old people on their country so
that important cultural knowledge (‘old way’ knowledge) can be passed on
to them.
For the elders it is very important for this knowledge to be passed on to the
younger generation, just as it has been for thousands of years. Without this
transfer of knowledge across generations Arrernte culture will die out
when the old people pass away. The old people are very sad about this.
And they know that without knowledge of their culture the young people
will be lost.
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This work is now urgent. Many of the old people who hold ‘old way’
knowledge have already passed away. Arrernte people are deeply
connected to country. ‘Old way’ knowledge is also deeply connected to
country.
It is important for young people to learn this knowledge on their country
with their elders rather than sitting in a classroom.
The bush is the teacher, just as much as the old people are teachers. That’s
why the program is called ‘bush schools’.
Bush schools don’t replace mainstream education. Rather they are
additional cultural programs run on weekends or school holidays
(Akeyulerre Healing Centre, 2014, p. 7).
My research study journey started with the Bush School Program drawing on the experiences of
the Elders and the young people participating in the program. The Akeyulerre Healing Centre
has expressed the problematic cultural issue that began my research journey in the following
terms:
In the modern world there are many barriers that prevent ‘old way’
knowledge being passed on in the proper way. Many old people have
already passed away. The Arrernte elders feel a sense of urgency in passing
on their knowledge to the next generation. If the old people can’t pass on
their knowledge it makes them sick and worried. They hold it within
themselves, wondering when the young people are going to come in. They
worry that young people are walking around empty – empty in their spirit
and soul. They want to pour culture over them.
Many Arrernte families are no longer able to live on their country. They
live in town in Alice Springs or somewhere else. In some families the
parents are working hard to earn money and have little time. In some
families parents are unemployed or under-employed and do not have a car
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or much money. It is sometimes hard for them to travel to their country
and take their children.
Sometimes family members are living in different places, so we need to
bring the families back together again before learning can occur. ….. Some
people are lost and disconnected from their families and family members
are worried about them.
There are many reasons why it is now more difficult for cultural learning to
take place. There are many reasons why it is difficult for families to take
children and young people back to their country. Akeyulerre helps with
these practical things. Akeyulerre supports cultural learning to take place
(Akeyulerre Healing Centre, 2014, p. 7).
My research study while drawing on my leadership in the Bush Schools Program will focus on
how Arrernte Elders actually teach their younger generations the significant cultural knowledge
that is relevant for them to become Arrernte cultural leaders and to continue to the next
generations. This focus is on Arrernte pedagogy, Arrernteke Akaltye-Irrene.
The documentation undertaken by me for my Masters research study into Arrernteke AkaltyeIrrene drew on my participation in Women’s Ceremonies and on discussions I have had with
Arrernte Elders whose kinship relationships to me allow me to record their ways of teaching. I
have added to these data my observations of these Elders at ceremonies where they imparted
highly significant knowledge to me and other Arrernte women with whom I share close family
relationships as a Penangke woman. The Elders who have contributed in the main to my
research study were all women. Therefore my study is very much about Arrernte women’s
pedagogy.
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The Arrernte teaching system within which the Arrernte women’s pedagogy sits is called
Anpernirrentye. Anpernirrentye forms a powerful knowledge metaphor into which my research
is located and from which it is enriched.
I have used Arrernte paintings relating to the Anpernirrentye throughout my thesis. This
artwork is important reference material for my Arrernte research; reference material that
reflects the Arrernte knowledge system.

1.2

My Research Problem

The research problem that is the focus of my Masters study is one that requires me to both
explore and describe. I want to:
Explore Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy to define the characteristics of Arrernte teaching
and learning practices.
Describe an Arrernte teaching style that is built on Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy that
could be adapted to teaching in Arrernte community schools.
Addressing my research problem in this way will lead me towards understanding ways of teaching
Arrernte children in community schools so Ayeye-Ileme Ingketeme-Akerte, 'following the
cultural footsteps of our Elders' becomes stronger for them.
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1.3

My Research Study Thesis Structure

My research study thesis has the following chapters:
Chapter 1 Introduction (this chapter)
Chapter 2 My Story
Chapter 3 The Assimilative Role of Western Schooling in Colonial Australia
Chapter 4 The Impact of Catholic Missionaries on Arrernte Cultural Reproduction in the
Northern Territory
Chapter 5 An Integrating Metaphor – Anpernirrentye
Chapter 6 My Research Methodology
Chapter 7 Stories of Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy in Practice, of Arrernteke Akaltye-Irrene
Chapter 8 Arrernte Cultural Reproduction Practices as Arrernteke Akaltye-Irrene
Chapter 9 My Story Continues
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Chapter 2

My Story

I am Teresa Penangke Alice. I received my skin name from my grandfather. My country is
Amoonguna.
This is my story about my formal Western education experiences as a young Arrernte person.
What follows is a narrative of my personal experiences as a child and young person at Ltyentye
Apurte (Santa Teresa) and then at a boarding school in Victoria.
It all started at Ltyentye Apurte School at Santa Teresa Mission for me. But some history is
important here first.
My people, including the Eastern and Central Arrernte, were in Alice Springs under the Bishop of
the Catholic Church. The first mission for Arrernte was set up in Alice Springs at Charles Creek in
1937. This was the Little Flower Mission. In 1942 the Arltunga Mission was established with the
people from the Little Flower Mission relocated there 130 kms north of Alice Springs. But water
quality at this mission was a problem and in 1953 the mission was again moved, this time to 82
kms southeast of Alice Springs where it was renamed Santa Teresa.
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My people walked from Arltunga to Santa Teresa, men, women and children. We were treated
like cattle. We had lost control of our lives. To resist was to risk trouble like what had occurred
in the violent recent past.
The Santa Teresa Mission was on an Eastern Arrernte family group’s country. This place was a
long way from Alice Springs. There were no buildings only desert country with fresh water
springs. It was a sacred place where our people came for ceremonies and trade each year. When
the Bishop set us there we had to learn how to build with corrugated iron, wood, bricks and
stones.
A church was built first. Then the dormitories for boys and girls were built out of corrugated
iron. My people lived in humpies. Stone houses that the people built for themselves were
available in 1966. The school was built by the people using bricks that the people made
themselves.
In school the girls were supervised by the Daughters of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart and the
boys by the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart. The children’s ages at school ranged from 5 to 17
years. The Nuns and the Brothers referred to the dormitories as residential care. The residential
services were discontinued as the settlement developed after 1966 with the day school
continuing.
I was born in Alice Springs and was raised up by my mum and dad at Santa Teresa Mission. I
attended the school at Ltyentye Apurte Community Education Centre with the rest of my
brothers and sisters. We all attended from early childhood to post primary education as young
children with the support of our parents. When we all finished our education at Ltyentye Apurte
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we then were sent away to Catholic boarding schools in the Territory and in other states in
Australia.
When going to school in Ltyentye Apurte we were taught only in English in every subject as the
school was under the Catholic Education System and only one way learning and teaching was
allowed because we had to live in a Catholic way.
My school education at Ltyentye Apurte included religious education every day. I was a good
little Catholic girl. We went to church as a class on saints’ days and at the end of term. I would
read from the bible at the altar.
When I was 15 I was sent away to Ballarat in Victoria to attend the Sacred Heart girl’s boarding
school there. This was Saint Martin’s in the Pines College. As a young girl I thought it was good
and went along with the idea of getting a good education to please the system. My parents
were pleased for me to go as they had been through the Catholic Mission school system as well.
But I don’t really know if my parents went through that system to get the education they
needed. They haven’t talked about it. Maybe they did because that’s why they sent me and my
brothers and my sisters away. They thought nothing else was there in the community to do. The
Nuns were worried that us girls might get married too young to local men. So away we went.
That very day when I finished the schooling at Ltyentye Apurte, my father and his brothers
decided to go back to their country, Amoonguna, and live there with their families. And so we
did. We lived at Amoonguna with our old people at the old village near the big creek and
watched them attend the cultural activities that were held every year. About four or five other
girls had run away with me to Amoonguna.
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After a year the day came for me and my friends to go away to a boarding school. The Nuns had
tracked us down. There were about 20 of us, boys and girls that were told to go away for
schooling. I felt very sick in the stomach and ran way to hide in the creek, but my parents
insisted on me going away. So I did.
Anyway that following week I came back to Santa Teresa to be with the other students who
were getting ready to get on the plane. The Nuns dressed us up with shoes and everything. In
the morning, we were all cleaned up and dressed up foot to head like white kids. We were
driven to the Alice Springs airport and lined up for our tickets ready for departure. The Nuns and
the Brothers where there to put us on the plane and at the other end there was someone
waiting for us. It was very scary and frightening. We were from the bush and this was our first
plane flight. Also scary was the strangers waiting for us to be adopted into white families.
When we arrived, there standing was the boss for the Commonwealth Abstudy scheme who had
lists of families that we were to be given out to live with. It was these families that received the
Abstudy money. At the Melbourne airport we all felt sad and said goodbye to each other and
that was it, we were not seen together for a very long time until the school holidays. We were
going into other parts of Victoria in a very different country not knowing or understanding the
culture and language around us. But later we learnt enough at school to understand who they
were and who we were and how to communicate with each other.
We travelled on the plane and onto the buses and taxis to the train station in Melbourne to our
destiny. I was put on a train to Ballarat with my younger cousin. When we arrived at Ballarat it
was almost midnight. The Nuns were there to pick us up with the white family that we were to
live with. We drove out to a place called Buninyong and finally were left with our new white
‘mum’ and ‘dad’. We called them Mr. and Mrs. Kerr. I cried and thought about my parents and
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missed them on that long journey and as for me, my senior educational journey had just started
again from where I had left off at Ltyentye Apurte Community Educational Centre.
The next day I had a shower and met my new white brothers and sisters as we were ready to
have breakfast together at the table. At this table I had to talk in English every day and handle
food with a knife and fork. And mind your manners, sit up straight, no elbows on the table, no
talking, only start eating after grace and leave the table when everyone was finished. On the
first day we were put to the test if we spoke and understood English. I was taken to the school
to fill in the enrolment forms and to sign them. When I passed that I was given school uniforms,
books, bags and also bus tickets and tags to label myself to let people know who I was. At least I
wasn’t ear-tagged! Then I walked into the classroom and everyone was silent, just looking at
me, looking at this strange black girl. I was introduced to the girls in my class by the school
principal, Sister Therese Powers. The teacher told me to sit down and she continued teaching.
But they all welcomed me.
As the weeks went by I enjoyed being with my new family and friends. My friends were taking
me out to play sport and to sleep-overs. I was beginning to forget my culture.
But one day I played basketball with my school friends and fell down on my knees and bled. My
friends gathered around and saw my bleeding and one of them yelled out, “She has red blood”. I
froze and sat there looking at her and later spoke to her. She said, “It’s the colour that counts on
the outside, but we are all the same inside”. I felt funny about this. This girl was from a group of
girls that had racist ideas. Before this little incident happened I was accused and abused with
names for being Aboriginal. We were evil and things we do were bad. That day I was ashamed of
being Aboriginal. But the teasing made me strong as a person. But even so I straight away
thought speaking my language was wrong and that I should forget our culture.
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But living away from home for two years under the influences of my white family, white
teachers, white friends and a white lifestyle, I had been changed, not by teasing but by the ways
that come to your heart. My world was being shaped in a different way. I was still black but was
now looking at the world through ‘white eyes’. I had become a black white copy, almost the
same but not quite.
My white education had captured me without me knowing. It had crept into my mind not by
force but by stealth. But having said this, I do remember that at Ltyentye Apurte School the
Nuns would use the cane if they thought we had strayed back into our ‘old ways’. I was away
from my Arrernte family and culture for about three years and I was always surrounded by
Western culture. I had to talk and walk and eat in English. I was talking English all the time and
doing all those English activities at school. And sometimes things were said that made me feel
ashamed of who I was.
After three years away in Ballarat I came home for my father’s funeral and stayed home.
Even when I came back home for holidays I was just worried about English music and all that
English stuff. I was not thinking about Arrernte culture. I was too good for that. The old people
were taking me out and I was just ignoring them, you know. Not listening to their stories and
their songs. I was feeling ashamed of all their stories and the dancing. I had sort of been – what
do you call it – assimilated. So in a way it was really sad.
I was away from all this in my ‘white’ mind, the ceremonies, the dancing, the singing, the deep
knowledge. My mother is a really strong woman and she used to tell me to be part of the
ceremony. She told me to get in line and dance with the women. And I thought I couldn’t
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dance. I was just standing there. And my mother was saying, “Come on dance, dance, you know
how to dance”.
I said, “Mum, I’ve been away too long”.
And she said, “That’s the problem, just dance”.
So I did, I just danced.
My mother knew that I would be lost if I didn’t start to dance as it was through the act of
dancing that I would learn, learn not only the dance but the cultural knowledge for women that
would then be embodied by me. But importantly she knew that there was more to be lost than
just me. She knew that I, as a woman, would have children including sons. Mothers dance for
their sons during their initiation, a big responsibility. I too would in time be teaching my
daughters to dance for their sons.
Given my loss I had to come back into my cultural group to accept the rules, especially the
kinship laws which I had forgotten. I spent a lot of time with my mum. She taught me how to
relate to the various people through their skin names. She taught me who are the various
teachers for yourself – teachers for respect, teachers for leadership, teachers for being a
woman and a mother, teachers for discipline. I was also taught to avoid certain people because
of avoidance relationships. My mother gave me general knowledge of who I should go to talk
to. The attitude I had to use when talking to these different people was also taught to me by
my mum. My head was turning back!
When I was 21, I started my teacher training at Batchelor College. This was in 1982 and that
made me realize that I should be teaching those Arrernte kids language. But I didn’t have
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enough language myself to teach. So I needed to study more and to be with those old people
again as a learner. Spending a moment or minute with those old people became so precious to
me, you know. It was just connecting me back. It was so precious to me, listening to the stories
and the singing and dancing. Listening to my fathers and my mothers, just singing and talking
about the connection to land. At first I didn’t have any concept of what they were talking about
because in my young days my world was somewhere else.
I felt something was pushing me towards my culture. I was becoming strong as an Arrernte
woman but with an understanding of white ways. I began to see the world through two ways.
As time went on and as I continued my education in Arrernte and Western ways I am now
securely an Eastern Arrernte woman. But I came to know you whitefellas too well!
From this personal educational journey that I have traveled I now realize how important my
Arrernte culture is for me as a mature person. I survived the forces of direct assimilation, of
strict attempts to integrate me into white society. I shudder to think what would have become
of me if I had stayed on my journey into whiteness. As a black attempting to be white without
the strength of my Arrernte identity I would have ended up confused, lost and rootless in the
world. I don’t want the young kids now to miss out on their culture. That’s what bush schools
are about.
When the old people are gone, all our treasures are gone. They are all buried. Our treasures
are buried. Because when they are alive, they are our living treasures.
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Chapter 3

The Assimilative Role of Western Schooling in
Colonial Australia

Here I will write a short historical account of the role Western (whitefella) schools played in the
deliberate breakdown of Indigenous cultures in Australia and elsewhere in the world. This
chapter will place ‘My Story’ into the broader context of the impact of colonial education on
Indigenous peoples.

3.1

Education and Cultural Reproduction

First I want to talk about how communities keep their cultures alive from generation to
generation. I refer to this as cultural reproduction. The concept of cultural reproduction was
used by Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) to show how human cultures along with their normal
ways of being people pass from one generation to the next. Bourdieu and Passeron identified
education in schools as experienced by children in present day societies as a key influence on
the process of cultural reproduction. School education shapes children in ways that try to make
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them fit into the dominant culture of their society. It has been argued that this socialization
through school education does not necessarily relate to what is taught in the content of the
school curriculum but by what the children experience and learn through what has come to be
called the ‘hidden curriculum’ (Jackson, 1968).
Henry (1994) wrote notes on the ‘Idea of Cultural Reproduction and Cultural Transition’. In these
notes he commented on ‘culture’ as:
Culture is an essential aspect of being human. People become the people
they are through the culture they belong to, the culture they show
through their actions, behaviours, families, stories and ways of talking. A
person’s identity comes from the culture of the community to which they
belong, to which they are a part (p. 1).
Henry (1994) went on to define three central elements of human cultures.
These are the elements that are important to our identity and to the
bonds between ourselves and our families and others in our communities.
The elements of culture are language, relationships and work (p. 1).
My language is an essential carrier of my culture for me and my community. My language
expresses what is important as an Arrernte person. Connected to my language are the forms of
relationships that are also central to our Arrernte identities. When we talk about work we are
referring to “the means by which members of communities are able to get what they need to
stay alive” (Henry, 1994, p. 2). Work defined in this way is also connected to language and
relationships as a core element of my community’s culture.
My people are now facing the challenge of passing on our strong Arrernte culture through our
forms of language, relationships and work to the next generations. In the past we did this
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through ceremonies. We attended ceremonies throughout the year where teaching and learning
passed on the culture to the younger generation. Ceremonies were and are our schools. Elders
were our teachers showing us how to work, how to relate in the right way and also how to
speak the strong Arrernte language. Ceremonies are a means of Arrernte education and
therefore a means of Arrernte cultural reproduction.
Henry (1994) stated that:
Cultural reproduction is education. As we educate our children they learn
our ways. They learn our ways of speaking, of relating and of working.
They learn our culture. To be educated then means to have been
enculturated – to have learnt and adopted the culture of your elders as
your own (p. 3).
Cultural reproduction in the Arrernte way through ceremonies involves the work of Elders as
teachers of children and young adults learning to become like older adults in my community.
Cultural reproduction in the Western way involves schools and the work of teachers such that
children learn western ways of talking, relating and working, to become enculturated the
Western way.
As said earlier, cultural reproduction is learnt through the hidden curriculum. In the next
sections I discuss the idea of the hidden curriculum in relation to Western culture and Arrernte
culture.
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3.2

The Hidden Curriculum of Western Schools

The concept of the ‘hidden curriculum’ was introduced into discussions of western schooling by
Phillip Jackson in 1968 with his book Life in Classrooms. The concept was further explored in the
1970s and 1980s (Giroux & Penna, 1983) and has come to mean the unwritten, unofficial, and
often unintended lessons, values, and perspectives that students learn in school (Great Schools
Partnership, 2015 - http://edglossary.org/hidden-curriculum/ accessed 16 April 2015).
Of particular relevance to my research is the work of Jackson as his ideas of the hidden
curriculum as it operates in American schools are relevant to western schooling of children in
Australian schools also.
Jackson (1968) came to the conclusion that children who are successful in learning the formal
curriculum as set out in school textbooks and curriculum documents must first learn to get used
to three features of school life which he identified as living with crowds, praise and power.
Jackson talked about these three features as follows:
Learning to live in a classroom involves, among other things, learning to live
in a crowd. ... Most of the things that are done in school are done with
others, or at least in the presence of others, and this fact has profound
implications for determining the quality of a student’s life.
Of equal importance is the fact that schools are basically evaluative
settings. ... It is not only what you do there but what others think of what
you do that is important. Adaptation to school life requires the student to
become used to living under the constant condition of having his words and
deeds evaluated by others.
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School is also a place where the division between the weak and the
powerful is clearly drawn. ... Teachers are indeed more powerful than
students, in the sense of having greater responsibility for giving shape to
classroom events, and this sharp difference in authority is another feature
of school life which students must learn how to deal” (p. 10).
Looking at these three characteristics of a child’s life in school classrooms “reveals a deeper
reality to our shared recollections of classroom experience. This reality lies beneath the surface
reality of student participation in learning activities structured according to the prescribed
curriculum of the school” (Henry, 1991, p. 4). It is this other reality structured by crowds, praise
and power that forms “a hidden curriculum which each student (and teacher) must master if he
is to make his (sic.) way satisfactorily through school” (Jackson, 1968, pp. 32-3).
This ‘hidden’ world of western classrooms plays a big role in determining the cultural system of
western schooling. This classroom culture is a representation of the dominant culture of
Australian non-Aboriginal society. For example, the power relationships between teachers and
their students can be an extension of the relationships between parents and their children. Also
the children must get used to power over them being wielded by a relative stranger. In this
sense the teacher becomes the child’s first ‘boss’. To succeed, the child is expected to adapt to
the unequal power distribution in the classroom by becoming a ‘good worker’. This aspect of the
classroom culture prepares children for adult life in the mainstream Australian economy.
The crowded nature of classrooms means that to succeed children must learn to accept having
to wait before their wishes are acted upon. They have to accept that often their wishes are not
met. Another feature relating to learning in a crowded space is having to deal with interruptions
and distractions from others and still be able to cope with tasks that need to be done. Above all,
a child must learn to be patient.
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The third element of the classroom culture, that of evaluation either through being praised or
not being praised, has implications for life after school in Australian mainstream society. To be
successful in the western classroom children are faced with three tasks. These are, firstly, to
understand the classroom reward system and then get a fair share of rewards; secondly, to
make the most of positive evaluations within the public setting of the classroom while trying to
play down negative ones; and thirdly, to try and win approval from both the teacher and peers
at the same time. This reward system teaches the children to obey authority figures while
winning approval. Some children learn to play the game of winning praise even if they are not
able to do the set tasks correctly. This game has been called “impression management” by
sociologists (Study.com, 2003-2015 - http:study.com/academy/lesson/impression-managementin-sociology – access 16 April 2015). But some children learn that they are not going to win their
teacher’s praise and then just opt out of the learning tasks altogether.
Aboriginal, Blekpala, teachers from Nauiya Nambiyu on the Daly River of the Northern Territory
commented on the hidden curriculum of western schools. These teachers wrote that:
Watypala (Whitefella) teachers relate to children with an orientation from
within the Western system of school education. Teachers know the children
mainly from their experiences of the children at school. They ‘make’ the
children according to their Western views of childhood. Watypala teachers
bring their understanding of children from their own communities to their
teaching of Blekpala children.
Watypala teachers are concerned about Discipline and Control, Quietness
and Order, Respect and Manners. These teachers expect children to show
respect by obeying their instructions and by not being ‘rude’.
Watypala School can be thought of as a place of work for children and
teachers. Children must be kept busy, on the job, on time. Children are
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rewarded for their work in terms of praise (ticks, gifts, treats, marks, time
off). Teachers call some children good workers and some lazy ones.
But Watypala teachers also behave a bit like Watypala parents. Their
behaviours in some ways are similar to these Watypala parents. Like these
parents, Watypala teachers talk a lot, ask a lot of questions, watch the
children (keep an eye on them) to ‘protect’ them from getting into trouble,
tell the children what to do all the time, and make the children dependent
on them (stop them from doing their own things). Watypala children get
used to doing what they are told to do.
Watypala teaching styles make sense given this cultural background. The
dominant teaching style has the following aspects: a lot of teacher talk,
plenty of questions by the teacher, work sheets and seat work followed by
correction, all in public (Nurra et al, 1994).
Here these Blekpala teachers from Nauiyu Nambiyu are commenting on the influence of the
hidden curriculum of western schools when it is brought into their own community’s school by
non-Indigenous teachers. This raises the question of what would an Indigenous hidden
curriculum look like?
I attempt to answer this question in the next section of my thesis.

3.3

An Arrernte Hidden Curriculum

In our culture we teach our children according to the law. This includes the law as it relates to
the kinship system. We are related to each other through the Anpernirrentye system, so we
carry that everywhere we go including into the classroom. In the classroom we are who we are
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according to our skin names within the Arrernte kinship system and this includes the people
around us. Therefore we teach ourselves not to cross kinship lines, like not respecting
avoidance, for example. When a child is in the classroom the child is mentally aware of the
relationship to the teacher in the room. Also the Arrernte teacher is aware of that too. The
teacher not only deals with the child, but has to relate to the child’s family through the
Anpernirrentye system and deal through that and that is being a matter of being sensible and
understanding. This level of understanding is difficult for a non-Aboriginal teacher to achieve at
sufficient depth.
When a child is being teased, she/he goes out and gets her/his mother or aunty because they
can deal with the argument. The mothers sort out the disagreement together. For example, the
children in the argument might be cousins or avoidance cousins, so there are rules for solving
the problem between them and because only cousins tease each other in an accepted cultural
way and you respect the other group of avoidance cousins in a different manner. Therefore
Nyurrpe can tease Nyurrpe in a respectable way by looking at your Anpernirrentye through
your country relationship or kinship system.
When a child is late coming to school, the Aboriginal teacher welcomes the child into the
classroom and includes her in the conversation and she continues on with the lesson and then
later on repeats the lesson to the child who was late when she is on her own and doing the
work. So everyone is on the same learning level and not behind or in front, so they learn
together at the same time. Why this is? Because we teach each other in a group or a circle and
no one is above us or below the learning of the knowledge and we are all together in the same
thinking level of understanding. When the child comes into school late at least she has made an
effort to be at the door and enter the learning environment of the classroom. The teacher
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understands this and welcomes the child to join in the lessons and the other peer friends who
are in the right relationships, that is cousins, will also tell the late child what they have learnt or
been taught while she was away from school.
When a child brings a problem to school like sorrow, the child is telling other children they need
to share their sorrow together. By sharing tears with a friend when accidentally they hurt each
other by bumping each other on the head, for example, the child is not only crying for herself.
Therefore the other children will feel the loss or pain in themselves as well. The children feel
close to each other that way. Children learn from each other how to grieve and they know which
child is related to them.
When a child is not listening or is playing by his or herself and not joining in or not getting
involved with the lesson, the group continues in the lesson and does the activity with the
teacher. Then the stranded child is pulled back into the group by the teacher by talking to the
child slowly and carefully, but not shaming or hurting the child’s feelings. The child is given a
free time to himself or herself and one of his or her kinship friends are welcome to join in just to
open up her or his problem to their friend and they feel trust in each other to share or tell the
teacher the problem. The child finds a friend to find trust.
When a child is being naughty, she is told not to be naughty and respect the rest of the children
that are learning. Maybe outside when the kids are playing, the teacher can talk to the naughty
child about what happened inside the classroom. The teachers talk to children if the trouble
happens outside the classroom between children that they teach and the fighting or teasing
occurs in front of them. They include the problem of what happened inside at the same time
talking about the trouble outside together with all children involved. In this way the children
learn together what could happen if someone got really hurt, like going to hospital or to the
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police. In this way the teacher works to calm down the children and prevent the trouble blowing
up and involving the children’s families. The teacher is still trying to keep the children in their
kinship group. This helps when talking to the parents and grandparents.
Therefore the child is not put on the spot. If children are put on the spot and shamed they will
run away from the school. They see themselves as bad or naughty kids, so they run away
forever. They also brand the teacher bad and will not trust him or her if brought back to school a
next time.
When a child is quiet and sometimes does not want to listen, it is often because they are in an
avoidance relationship to the teacher or to the child sitting next to them. Maybe they are in the
right marriage relationship to each other. If this is the case then because of their young age they
are not meant to be together and a lot of teasing from their cousins may happen stirring up
trouble and that is when the bullying and teasing will start. This form of teasing is different to
the respectful teasing between cousins. So again the grandmothers will talk together with the
children and teach them cultural respect. The parents are aware of the bullying and teasing, but
they know how to deal with the issue through the culturally appropriate protocols.
When a child is hurt the whole family tree is hurt, so therefore the grandmothers and the
grandfathers need to be told and the healing starts from the bottom of the family tree up to the
children involved and their families. Children show their feelings to other children because the
wounds inside them are not as deep as they are for the adults. So the children heal themselves
through playing and forgiving each other straight away. Children forgive and forget easily, but
they realise who they are and they know how to deal with their problems by going to their
grandparents. The mothers and the grandmothers are the main problem solving relatives when
dealing with arguments.
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Aboriginal children feel uneasy to answer direct questions or any questions about anyone.
When in a classroom situation the children do not like to be questioned, because they know the
teacher already knows the answer and this can be confusing for them.
The Aboriginal children think of the whitefella school as a place where they work not a place of
learning. When you ask a child if they have learnt anything, they say they did not know how to
work or they show you how they worked. They might say, ‘I’ll show you my work”, not what I
learnt! They are confused between ‘work’ and learning. The connection between the two is not
clearly understood. Completing a work task in the whitefella classroom is not necessarily a
learning task for the Aboriginal child.

3.4

Examples of when Whitefella Hidden Curriculum clashes with Arrernte
Learning

In a paper written by Henry & Brabham (1992) they provide a number of accounts of Aboriginal
children in classrooms around Australia who have developed non-learning behaviours to
curriculum work set by their teachers. They refer to these accounts as ‘snapshots’. Two
snapshots were from remote community schools in the Northern Territory. These are included
below.
Snapshot 4
In the mid-1980s the Northern Territory Department of Education
produced videotapes of middle primary school aged Aboriginal children
engaged in mathematics activities. One videotape showed children ‘playing
shop’. One child was the ‘shop-keeper’ standing behind a table on which
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was displayed grocery products. The price of each product was
prominently displayed. Other children were ‘customers’. They approached
the ‘shop counter’ and nominated the items they wished to purchase.
These items were then passed to them by the shop-keeper and an
exchange of play money took place between the customer and the shop
keeper. The mathematics in the activity was obviously intended to be in
the exchange of money – addition of the price of the nominated items by
the shop keeper, addition of money by the customer to match or slightly
exceed the total cost of the items, the working out of change by the shop
keeper and the checking of the offered change by the customer. But there
is no evidence in the filmed interactions between the children that any
mathematics was taking place. The children simply played shop – items
were selected and passed over, money was given in exchange, the money
offered by the customers was always accepted without counting by the
shop keeper and kept, and the customers take their goods away without
any expectation of receiving change (pp. 11-12).
Snapshot 7
We have also observed Aboriginal children from northern and central
Australian community schools …. In these classrooms the children were also
in all-Aboriginal classes with white teachers. By way of example, we offer
the case of ten year old children in a mathematics lesson at a Walpari
community school in 1985. The teacher was teaching ‘addition’ using
calculators. The activity consisted of the teacher giving the children a
number to key into their calculators and then asking the children to
volunteer the number that they thought would change their number
display to a number already written on the chalk board. The children were
supposed to then test their prediction by entering their volunteered
number into their own calculators and checking the displayed number with
that on the chalk board. The children eagerly called out numbers but the
strategy used was that of seeking hits at random. The teacher was
barraged with a chorus of numbers unrelated to the logic of the addition
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task. Very few, if any, children freely tested their predictions. In the end
the teacher gave the ‘right’ answer, the children quickly keyed it into their
calculators and then gleefully showed each other their displays, which of
course now matched the number on the board. The lesson continued in
this fashion for all examples set by the teacher over a twenty minute
period. If any child had volunteer the ‘right’ answer through random
guessing, they claimed loudly to their peers and the teacher that they had
‘won’ in that round of the game. For these children, competition was the
primary logic of the mathematics activity, not learning mathematics (p. 13).
In both these examples, the children have completed the ‘work’ as set by the teacher but
without learning as expected by the teacher. Here teaching becomes disconnected from
learning. Is such teaching really ‘teaching’?

3.5

Conclusion

My research interest is to explore Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy to define the characteristics of
Arrernte teaching and learning practices so as to increase the opportunities for Arrernte
children to learn fully in their classrooms. I have argued in this chapter that the cultural
reproduction of western schooling through the Western hidden curriculum is inappropriate for
our children and it just confuses them without good learning outcomes. For our children to
benefit from a school education the cultural reproduction process must be guided by our
Arrernte hidden curriculum along with Arrernte teaching and learning practices.
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Chapter 4

The Impact of Catholic Missionaries on Arrernte
Cultural Reproduction in the Northern Territory

4.1

Introduction

Here I add to ‘My Story’ told in Chapter 2 with an historical account of the Catholic missions in
the centre of the Northern Territory. This chapter places ‘My Story’ into the broader context of
the impact of colonial Australia on the Indigenous people of Central Australia.
The story of the Catholic missionaries and their influence on the destiny of the Eastern and
Central Arrernte people is a complex one. The beginnings of the Catholic missionary influence
dates from 1935. Central Australia at this time had undergone rapid and dramatic change for the
Arrernte. As a result of the impact of the whitefella pastoralists taking over Arrernte country,
the Arrernte began moving onto cattle properties where the men worked as stockmen and the
women as domestics. But increasingly Arrernte people began to settle in the vicinity of Alice
Springs as “fringe dwellers” (Pye, 1988, p. 4).
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These changes took place in response to many factors that threatened the traditional ways of
the Arrernte. But the most threatening events occurred after the 7 August 1928 murder of a
dingo hunting friend of the manager of the Coniston cattle station, Fredrick Brooks, and an
attack by a group of Aboriginal men on a settler called Nugget Morton at Boomerang Waterhole
on the Lander River near Ti Tree. These events are now called the Coniston Massacre.

4.2

The Coniston Massacre

Brooks was killed at Yurrkuru (Brooks Soak) by a Walpriri man Bullfgrog (Japananka):
some say he had one wife staying with Brooks, some say he had two. Most
agree that Bullfrog was angry about his wife staying with Brooks and that
perhaps Brooks didn’t pay him enough in rations. Early one morning
Bullfrog crept down and killed Brooks. Again accounts differ, with some
people saying Bullfrog and another man killed Brooks.
People still visit the cave where Bullfrog hid from the revenge party with his
little dog. Bullfrog blocked the entrance of the cave with a stone or spinifex
to hide himself from Murray’s party. He managed to escape and lived to an
old age at Yuendumu (Central Land Council, 2003 www.clc.org.au/publications/content/making-peace-with-the-pastremembering-the-coniston-massacre-1928-2003, accessed 29 April, 2014).
Morton survived, fighting off his attackers, killing one of them and making to safety at Ti Tree
where he sent a letter to the police at Alice Springs.
What then followed was a series of reprisal raids lead by Constable George Murray, the
‘Coniston Massacre’. The reprisal party set out from Coniston Station on 16 August and returned
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on 30 August having killed at least 17 people. The killings continued from late September 1928
when Murray arrived in Ti Tree until mid-October 1928.
A Board of Enquiry, which began in late 1928, found that 31 Aboriginal
people had been killed by Constable George Murray and others following
the murder of Brooks and the attack on Nugget Morton. However, it seems
likely that there were many more. TGH Strehlow, FW Albrecht, MC Hartwig
and even Randall Stafford estimate the death toll was likely to be have
been at least double that.
Between August and October 1928 there was a minimum of six sites where
killings were officially recognized by the Board to have taken place.
Aboriginal people of the region mention other places where they say
killings took place, but these weren’t mentioned in the Board of Enquiry
(Central Land Council, 2003 - www.clc.org.au/publications/content/makingpeace-with-the-past-remembering-the-coniston-massacre-1928-2003,
accessed 29 April, 2014).
The memories of these times are still strong for Arrernte people. Wenten Rubuntja (2002)
wrote:
There were two women there too. One was called Tyakwelte – she ran
away – and then the two of them are supposed to have hidden in a small
cave in the hills – while the whitefellas shot their husbands, poor things.
The whitefellas just killed them on their way north to Coniston. …. They
didn’t care or think twice about it – they went along shooting people with
their guns - .22s or .303s – killing them – smashing up their heads (p. 32).
The Board of Enquiry found that the reprisal party had acted in self-defence.
The Central Land Council (2003) observed that:
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The lack of acknowledgment by the non-Aboriginal community of what
occurred during those fateful months of 1928 increased the despair felt by
people about this black moment in our history.
The effect of the Coniston killings (was) felt widely in Central Australia,
scattering people far to the northwest and northeast. Some never returned
to their country (Central Land Council, 2003 www.clc.org.au/publications/content/making-peace-with-the-pastremembering-the-coniston-massacre-1928-2003, accessed 29 April, 2014).
The non-Aboriginal community of Alice Springs consisted of forty people in 1927. Pye (1988), in
his history of the Santa Teresa Mission, noted that:
So many stories have been told and written about the hostile attitude of
white people towards the Aborigines living outside the town of Alice
Springs during this time that we must assume this to be true. … White
people associating with them were despised, declared to be “combos” –
this is, people having sexual relations with them – and were even
threatened with arrest (p. 4).
After this brutal and murderous response to the killing of a single whitefella by a Walpriri man
and an attack on another by the police in Alice Springs, the Aboriginal population of Central
Australia had good reason to be fearful and sought safer ways to live with the whitefellas.
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4.3

The Arrival of the Missionaries

This was the context into which the Catholic and other Christian missionaries entered Alice
Springs in 1935. The founding missionary was Father Patrick Moloney who established ‘The
Little Flower Mission’ at Charles Creek.
Pye (1988) provides a brief history of the missionary developments:
The early missionaries took the Aborigines of the Centre to their hearts
when nobody else could be bothered. During the 1939-1945 War the Little
Flower Mission was unceremoniously dumped out of town in the mining
town of Arltunga. Up to the mid-fifties, the missionaries had to battle
against official indifference, but today there is a growing township of about
500 Aranda people living at Santa Teresa (p. 2).
As told in Chapter 2, it was at Santa Teresa that I grew up with my family and to which I return
regularly. Santa Teresa had a marked influence on me and my generation of Arrernte people.
This influence came to us through the religious faith of the Catholic priests, Brothers and Nuns
and the lay missionaries including teachers and nurses. The orientation of these well-meaning
people over the decades since 1935 to the preservation of the traditional culture of the Eastern
and Central Arrernte people has been varied, but their intervention into our lives has brought
about change. A general orientation of the Catholic missions towards the Arrernte was
expressed by Pye in 1988 when he wrote, after commenting that “(t)he structure of his life must
necessarily change, and has, changed to meet the needs of changing conditions” (p. 2):
Many bemoan a passing culture but cultures have passed away throughout
the whole of man’s history of development. Customs which do not help
people adjust to conditions must inevitably fall into decay and must be
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supplanted by new ones. But new ones must evolve from within, and not
be imposed from without. This is the drama being worked out today on the
stage of the “contact situation” at Santa Teresa (Pye, 1988, p. 2).
This view of the ‘Aboriginal problem’ is common in mainstream Australia. It was expressed in
the Australian governments’ policies of Integration and Assimilation where it was expected that
Australian Aborigines would become a minority group absorbed into the mainstream Australian
society living just as white Australians live. In fact, Pye (1988) says as much in his history of Santa
Teresa and the Eastern and Central Arrernte:
They are now almost de-tribalised and living much like non-Aboriginal
people; having nice houses, depending on the payroll, shops, hospitals, etc.,
taking part in local sport, watching television and learning trades and skills
including management. However, they are a minority group and still need
help from their white neighbours to re-establish themselves in a new
environment (p. 3).
Here is a view from a Catholic mission historian that supports the assimilation of the Arrernte
through the continued support and influence of their ‘neighbours’; that is from Pye’s
perspective, the continued influence of the missions.
This general orientation to the Arrernte people and their cultural foundations has played out on
the Catholic missions in Central Australia over the past eighty years.
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4.4

An Arrernte Old Man Remembers

An Arrernte Elder, Wenten Rubuntja (2002), remembered when the Catholic priests came to
Alice Springs.
We still had ceremony dancing when the Catholic priest was here. .. And we
still used to go for the ‘paper’ (church). They used to teach from the
‘papers’ on Sundays all along the creek there – all different types of
preaching. After that’s finish – sundown – everybody go back then and start
dancing altharte ceremonies (p. 56).
But as time went on the priests were able to stop the traditional practices because more people
were going to the altharte than to the churches. The men sang the important songs and the
women did the dancing.
The altharte been run out ‘cos the ngkarte (priests) came, the Lutheran
Church. The Lutheran Church came and put people in the church (p. 56).
Rubuntja (2002) also remembers when he was a boy, the children used to go to the priests for
the rewards they would give so as to get people attending church.
You know kids, they have no shame – that mob over there went and got
baptized, and then they’d go and get baptized again. They’d get baptized
three or four times. …. All the priests used to feed people on rations. It was
really good (p. 58).
But the cost of all this for Wenten and his friends was having to go to school. At the school “we
used to sing with the ‘paper’” (p. 60). He had a teacher they called Ingke Nteweye (foot
stamper).
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She’d stamp her foot on the floor and then hit us. That’s how she was –
that old woman was a cheeky bugger sister (p. 60).
The schools and the church became the ways the priests and nuns began to turn the Arrernte
children away from altharte and their languages.

4.5

An Arrernte Old Woman Remembers

An Arrernte Elder Kathleen Kemarre Wallace (2009) remembered being with the Catholic priests
and nuns at a later time. In 1959 she came to the Ltyentye Apurte mission to live as an eleven
year old girl. Her way of life living with her family on country was finished because of a drought.
She wrote:
I was taught many new things at the mission but it was really very hard. At
first the nuns told us to stop speaking our languages and speak only English.
…. When we tried to speak in our own language we were forced to stop. I
struggled in the mission. We were ordered to learn very different things, in
the European way, and punished if we didn’t obey, and I struggled to learn
everything in another culture and language. Slowly I learnt English, sewing,
domestic work, cooking, cleaning, religion, and some art and craft. And
along the way I forgot some things too (Turner, 2010, p. 97).
This story connects with my own experiences at Ltyentye Apurte and at Ballarat. Here the
missionaries were really working to weaken our culture and to make us more like white people.
But what Kemarre was being taught would only prepare her for domestic work but with religion.
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4.6

Conclusion

Where Pye (1988) urged new customs to evolve within the Arrernte community of today, my
Elders are seeking to re-establish and strengthen old traditional customs that have been
weakened under the religious and educational influences of the Catholic missionaries. This is an
Arrernte answer to what was envisioned by Pye and the Catholic missions of Central Australia.
My Masters research study is in support of these Elders in their cultural work, while still
acknowledging the positive contribution of the Catholic missionaries to the wellbeing of the
Arrernte from those bleak and violent times in Alice Springs from the 1920’s. They gave us a
type of protection from the violence of these times.
The Arrernte Kinship System is central to our cultural identity. It has been weakened but not
lost. We must re-educate our younger generations to live according to this core aspect of our
Arrernte culture.
Margaret Kemarre Turner (2010) wrote her book to show “how we keep our traditions, hanging
on to our customs and beliefs, keeping on holding so strongly” (p. 4).
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Chapter 5

An Integrating Metaphor – Anpernirrentye

In this chapter I expand on the centrality of the Eastern Arrernte Kinship System to Iwenhe
Tyerrtye (what it means to be an Arrernte person). This chapter introduces the cultural
knowledge that must not be lost. The chapter shows how our kinship system is the foundation
from which our cultural ways of knowing, being and doing can continue into the generations of
Arrernte people into the future. Our kinship system also underpins the cultural knowledge
taught to the children and young adults of the current generation by our Elders. It is central to
their pedagogy.
It is from this understanding that I refer to our kinship system as an Arrernte knowledge
metaphor.
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5.1

Anpernirrentye (Arrernte Kinship System) as a Knowledge Metaphor

My research study is held together by the Arrernte metaphor of Anpernirrentye. In this chapter
I provide an account of this metaphor as approved by my Elders for publication in my Master’s
thesis. I then use this metaphor as the core Arrernte knowledge concept from which the rest of
my research has been informed and strengthened.
I have used the metaphor in this chapter to explain how the cultural journey of young Arrernte
people can be weakened if essential cultural protocols are not followed leading, in the extreme,
to a sense of loss and cultural confusion.
An Arrernte Elder, Margaret Kemarre (2010) in a book that she authored referred to Iwenhe
Tyerrtye (what it means to be an Aboriginal person) in the following way.
Anpernirrentye-akerte. Anpernirrentye-arle ampere kantreyenge-arle
apetyeme, ampere akngamentyenge-ntyele. Arelhe tyerrye mape
kwenengenenge, urrperle mape anwerne anpernirrentye-akerte akwetearle amangkintyeke, ane intintyeke.
Kinship comes out of the country itself, it comes from the Ancestor beings.
Aboriginal people have grown up deep inside this from creation, and they
live within it always and forever (p.76)
Here Kemarre talks about the importance of the Anpernirrentye system in Arrernte culture and
its connection to country.
These ideas have also been written about by another Arrernte Elder, Veronica Dobson (2013), in
a book she co-authored with John Henderson. She referred to Anpernirrentye in the following
way:
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Tyerrtye Arrernte anpernirrentye-akerte akwete anintyeke altyerrengentyele ampere aknganentyenge ularre, Tyerrtye apmeraltye-ante alkentye
arntarnte-aretyeke. Anpernirrentye arratye anetyeke. Apale-apale anewe
akerreketye arntarne-aremele nhenhe re mwerre anpernirrentyele
atnyeneme.
Arrernte people have lived since the time of creation with their system of
relationships, following the law which governs the people who belongs to
the country so that relationships would be proper, and people wouldn’t
marry wrong.
Alakenhe mpwanke akwerte anwerne alkngerrke iterrkele akwete
anwerne apenterlte-aneme. Alhalheke anteme nhenhe renhe
ahinpentyele alakenhe anintyeke.
That’s the law we were born with and we still follow it today. People have
shown respect for each other since long time ago (p. 5).
Here Veronica Dobson (2013) stresses the essence of family relationships and ‘right-way’
marriage in Arrernte culture (p. 7).
Leading on from Kemarre (2010) and Veronica (2013) I now give an account of the ‘right-way’
marriage system within Anpernirrentye. Leading on from this account I outline the cultural
knowledge to be taught and the teaching responsibilities of Elders within the key kin
relationships arising from the ‘right-way’ Arrernte marriage system.
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5.2

The Arrernte Marriage and Descent Cycles

Here I explain how ‘right-way’ marriages provide a smooth and uninterrupted location of the
children of these marriages into the cultural life essential to being a culturally secure Arrernte
person, a person who can then contribute to the maintenance of a strong Arrernte culture into
the future as an Arrernte community member.
In Arrernte culture, we live in a pattern of life that rotates family and society through a neverending cycle. Arrernte skin names play a big role in shaping up our Arrernte cycle. These skin
names provide the relationship rules that prepare the seeds of each future generation to grow
together into a strong and straight tree, a tree without a tangling of its branches.
The eight skin names of the Arrernte are:
Pengarte

Perrurle

Ampetyane

Penangke

Kemarre

Kngwarraye

Peltharre

Angale

Figure 1: Arrernte Skin Names of the Arrernte Kinship System
These eight skin names are grouped according the Arrernte Nurrype to then define and describe
the various families and social groups within Arrernte society and, in so doing, define for each
person the relationships needed to make correct choices of marriage partners. These correct
choices are connected to highly significant cultural knowledge that includes partnership to the
land and connection to the country.
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Arrernte people are divided into two groups or ‘sides’ referred to as Nyurrpe. A person is
Nyurrpe to you if they are an odd number of generations away from you; that is, your parents’
generation, your great-grandparents’ generation, your children’s generation and your greatgrandchildren’s generation. People who are an even number of generations away from you are
not Nyurrpe to you; that is, your grandparents’ and your grandchildren’s generations. Also
people in your own generation are not Nyurrpe to you.
The two Nyurrpe Groups form ‘Generational Moieties’ (Dobson & Henderson, 2013, p. 67).
In the painting below the story told by Kathleen Kemarre Wallace is about the spirits and how
the Arrernte skin names came about in Arrernte cultural life.

Kathleen Kemarre Wallace, Spirits and Arrernte Skin Names, KA Code 471-02)

The painting shows two spirit women, who both had skin names, who have hunted on the land
which has great importance to us. The spirit women gave that land special names by which we
relate to each other. These special names are our skin names. We now relate to each other and
to the land through our skin names. The ancestors emerged in the country during altyerrenge in
forms of spirits and showed the dances and the songs of the country to the people. When the
old people went hunting they would talk to the spirits of the land to give them food and water.
When they find kangaroo, they would say thank you to the spirits of the land by cooking the
kangaroo in the land and leaving the remains in the hole where they have cooked it and buried
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back into the land giving the spirits back their energy. These two spirit women would go out and
hunt their food and bring back some for the people at home and share the food from the
country. These two women are Nyurrpe to each other so they bring back food for each of their
skin group, so that everyone has a share of the food.
During the day they would sleep and stay home to look after the families, then evening would
come and they would hunt when it was cool at night time. It is important to know your
connection to country because this allows you to survive and travel safely and respectfully into
someone else’s country, country with a different Arrernte skin name to your own. You are not a
stranger to the Arrernte country. The spirit women have shown our ancestors ceremonies and
taught us the rules of the law of our kinship system, the anpernirrentye. It is very important to
know which part of country you belong to through your skin name and what place you are part
of in the Arrernte cultural life.

5.2.1 Eastern Arrernte Right-Way Marriages according to Nyurrpe Groups
‘Right-Way’ marriages (or ideal marriages) are between people who are not Nyurrpe to each
other according to the eight skin names of the Arrernte kinship system.
For the explanation of ‘right-way’ marriages in this section of my thesis I have called the two
Nyurrpe groups Nyurrpe Group 1 and Nyurrpe Group 2.
In Nurrype Group 1 of the marriage system:
A Pengarte man marries a Ampetyane woman.
A Ampetyane man marries a Pengarte woman.
A Kemarre man marries a Peltharre woman.
A Peltharre man marries a Kemarre woman.
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In Nurrype Group 2 of the marriage system:
A Perrurle man marries a Penangke woman.
An Penangke man marries a Perrurle woman.
A Kngwarraye man marries a Angale woman.
A Angale man marries a Kngwarraye woman.
These marriage arrangements are shown in the diagram below.
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Figure 2: A Diagram showing ‘Right-way’ Marriages between the 8 Skin Names of the Arrernte kinship System

These ‘right-way’ marriages within the Arrernte kinship system then determine the inheritance
of skin names in the next generation as shown below.
In Nurrype Group 1 of the marriage system:
A Pengarte man marries a Ampetyane woman and their children are Penangke.
A Ampetyane man marries a Pengarte woman and their children are Angale.
A Kemarre man marries a Peltharre woman and their children are Perrurle.
A Peltharre man marries a Kemarre woman and their children are Kngwarraye.
In Nurrype Group 2 of the marriage system:
A Perrurle man marries a Penangke woman and their children are Kemarre.
A Penangke man marries a Perrurle woman and their children are Pengarte.
A Kngwarraye man marries a Angale woman and their children are Peltharre.
A Angale man marries a Kngwarraye woman and their children are Ampetyane.
This inheritance of skin names from ‘right-way’ marriages is carried from generation to
generation through descent cycles. These patterns of skin name inheritance are shown in the
next section which explains the Arrernte descent cycles.

5.2.2 Eastern Arrernte Marriage and Descent Cycles according to Nyurrpe
From the ‘right-way’ marriages defined by skin names, two descent cycles arise – a patrilineal
descent cycle and a matrilineal descent cycle. The two diagrams below illustrate these Arrernte
descent cycles.
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Eastern Arrernte Marriage and Patrilineal Descent Cycles using Skin Names & showing Nyurrpe Groups
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Figure 3: A Diagram showing the Patrilineal Descent Cycles of the Arrernte Marriage System

descent from father to son to grandson and so on.

In the diagram below both the marriage cycle showing the ‘right-way’ marriages and the patrilineal descent cycles are illustrated; that is, the

5.2.2.1

There are four distinct ‘Father/Son/Grand Son/Great Grand Son descent cycles (Father- Children
Descent Lines) according to the Eastern Arrernte patrilineal descent across generations. Each of
the four descent cycles involves only two sets of skin names.
Those people who are in the father and son cycle relationship are owners of the land and are
beginning of the story line or the song line of the country.
This diagram contains the structure of learning from country. The grandfathers are connected to
the knowledge of the country which contains the strict learning and teaching for the family
groups for each country on Arrernte land, for the family groups of each apmereyanhe.
The father-son cycle arises out of that land. And the traditional beginning is how you call father’s
father, alakenhe akngeyenge-arle rarle aknganeke, his is the beginning of the country, that
apmere.
Arrwekelenye aneke kantreye itwele-itwe, ampere itwekele aneme mape antirrkweme ante
anpernirrentye ingkerrke-akerte. Alakenhe arrwekelenye mape arratye anewe-akerreke.
One time, during history time, all people lived in these next door country groups, and all their
skins were bound closely together, the land with the people. And that is how proper marriage
was done, through skin groups in that land.
The Elders thought by marrying to the country made children strong in speaking that language
and holding it strong and have good relationship with the country and good connection with the
land and people, and because you have country groups that will contain other skin names to
relate to.
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Turner (2010) talks strongly about the importance of marrying into country and why this is that
because you become a strong leader for the country and you keep the language strong and the
culture strong for the next generations to come, so this is to keep the language within that
country.
The marriage, the two people who married inside that apmereyanhe, they marry from the
strength of the land, they marry through the flesh of that skin group, and also through utnenge,
the flesh of the country.
Apmereke artweye atherre anew-akerreme apmere kantreyenhe, ane utnenge apmerekenhele ratherre antirrkweme ane ampe itnekenhe antirrkwintyetyenhe. Alakenhe-arle
apmereke artweyele arintyeke. Alakenhe-arle anpernirrentyele antirrkweme.
There are two Arrernte land owning skin groups in each apmereyanhe according to the four
father-son descent cycles. These two skin groups of countries, and all the people in them, help
to look after each other’s lands inside their apmereyanhe. They help with each other’s cultural
business too. One side helps the other side, both ways. Within the two land owning skin groups
each apmereyanhe, the other side of the people are those who can talk about any sacred and
punishment knowledge for us on this side. Also when there is death in the/ our family, we have
got to get the right people to do the right sort of ceremonies. We cannot perform these sacred
cultural formal rituals just by ourselves and they cannot do these same rituals just by
themselves either. We need each other’s deep knowledge. The right people have always got to
have the opposite-side country skin groups and to do ceremonial ‘jobs’ like singing songs or
decorations, dancing and key activities like that, as well as getting the right people together. It is
the right thing for them mob to do these ‘jobs’ for us, and for us to do these ‘jobs’ for them.
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All this is based on and arises from the father-son cycles of Arrernte patrilineal descent.
The father and son cycle indicates that teaching comes from the grandfather’s land. Everything
that lies under that country contains the quantity and the quality of the knowledge from the
ancestors that connects you back to these ancestors and to the current generation and to the
generations to come.
In the painting below by Kemarre Wallace, the central learning comes from the roots of your
family tree; the central connection to the land. This means your father's father's father’s land.
The country has neighbouring brothers and sisters that are related to each other through the
blood line and the distant brothers and sisters related through skin names. Through the blood
line you are related to families through the anpernirrentye system, but through the skin names
you are related to the neighbouring country as distant brothers and sisters. That is where the
learning from country comes from. You learn from distant families about stories from their
country and also from your country. Each country has rules which apply about who you are. The
maps of places have rules that tell us about the entering into private property of distant families
at your own risk. There are people who live in the larger Arrernte communities today but they
are related to each other by surrounding country that belong to them through the four
grandparents and therefore because of the stories that runs through the surrounding country.
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Kathleen Kemarre Wallace, Learning from the Country, Map of Places and
Stories, (KA Code 455-07)

The painting shows the larger community in the top left hand corner and the other homelands
of the distant families that you relate to by skin names. The bloodline relations' country is
shown with the smaller circles.
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Eastern Arrernte Marriage and Matrilineal Descent Cycles using Skin Names & showing Nyurrpe Groups
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Figure 4: A Diagram showing the Matrilineal Descent Cycles of the Arrernte Marriage System

to granddaughter and so on.

In the diagram below the same Arrernte marriage cycle now shows the matrilineal descent cycles; that is, the descent from mother to daughter

5.2.2.2

There are two distinct ‘Mother/Daughter/Grand Daughter/Great Grand Daughter’ descent
cycles (Mother-Children Descent Lines) according to the Eastern Arrernte matrilineal descent
across generations. Each of the two descent cycles involves four sets of skin names.
This diagram contains a structure of learning for the country. The grandmothers are connected
to the knowledge of the conception places in the country. This knowledge is Aknganentye
which contains the strict learning and teaching for the grand daughters who can be either
Kwertengerle or Apmereke-artweye. Aknganentye is also the birth mark for the child.
It also means that is where your cultural learning will start from as when and where you are
born that is where your cultural journey will begin.

5.3

The Significance of One’s Location in the Arrernte Kinship System.

The above section introduced the centrality of ‘right-way’ marriage and the descent cycles that
flow from these marriages to the Arrernte people’s engagement with and participation in the
Arrernte knowledge system as appropriately located learners. In this section the significance of
a person’s location in the Arrernte kinship system is further explained. The next few paragraphs
go over the key aspects of the kinship system as a summary before leading into a discussion of
connection to Arrernte language, responsibilities in ceremonies and connection to country.
A person’s location in the Arrernte kinship system determines how you are expected to live as
an Arrernte person. As already described, in the Arrernte kinship system we have a division
that puts Arrernte families into two groups and these two groups are together called Nyurrpe.
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This system teaches us rules and regulations about our kinship and our relationships. The main
rules are about marriage. You must not marry anyone who is in the other Nyurrpe group to you.
Here Nyurrpe has a second meaning, that of not being allowed to marry someone who is not in
your Nyurrpe group. The Nyurrpe overall contains eight skin names. So within these two groups,
there are four skin names each.
For a person, one Nyurrpe group holds the generation immediately before like mother, father,
mother-in-law, father-in-law, all uncles and aunties. For this same person, the same Nyurrpe
group contains the generation immediately after like son; daughter; niece; nephew; son-in-law;
daughter-in-law.
The Nurrype group that a person belongs to also holds the person’s four grandparents and also
the person’s grandchildren; that is, the person’s grandfathers, grandmothers, grandsons and
granddaughters.
The Arrernte skin names connect families together and make rules for each other, so that they
will respect each other through a range of relationships between individuals according to their
respective skin names. One set of relationships that are defined in this way are ‘right-way’
marriage relationships. When you know what skin name you have, automatically you know who
is right for you to marry; that is, who is a ‘right way’ marriage partner for you.
Another set of relationships determined by skin names are the avoidance relationships. The
people who are avoidance to each other are also teachers who discipline each other; that is,
discipline those people who are in the avoidance group to themselves.
When we are born into the family we are born with the one skin name and we wear that label
forever. As we grow up this label becomes stronger and we become well known to families
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according to our skin names. As we reach into our young adulthood, we now realize that our
skin names are very important because of our location in the kinship system and the connection
to the land that follows.
The system of skin names also tells you what relationship you are to one another; that is, how
we are related to each other in a particular way by the skin names involved. These skin names
describe each other as particular relations. These names tell us how to call each other by proper
kin words. Like, for example:
•

a Perrurle woman and a Kngwarraye woman call each other cousins.

•

the children of a Peltharre woman and her husband and of a Peltharre man and his wife call
each other cousins. They are cousins because a Perrurle woman’s father and a Kngwarraye
woman’s mother are brother and sister and they have same mother and father. Therefore
their children are the first choice of marriage. We call them Altyelenhenge therre (two cross
cousins) and they belong to the same country connections through their parents. This is
because the line is straight not crooked or cut, which means the root of the tree is still
connected to the right country and the right ancestors, because of the ceremonies, songs
and visual art that are connected to everyone during the ceremonies. The Elders hold the
sacredness of the land for its people. The marriage also extends the family tree and
therefore holds the tree in its right place and adds on other skin names to balance the
family tree from their children’s children and makes sure the line is not crossing over to the
Nyurrpe section and that is the rule.

Grandparents relate to us by addressing us in the proper way using our skin names. They are our
main teachers.
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5.3.1 The child is learning from the four grandparents.
When children are beginning to understand words at around one year of age, their learning
cycle with their grandparents begins. At this time the children have baby words for their
grandparents. These baby words are Arnge, Parparpe, Tartarte and Marle meaning father’s
father, father’s mother, mother’s father and mother’s mother.
There are three layers in the Arrernte learning and teaching cycle. The second and third layers
of the Arrernte learning and teaching cycle comes later. This is separate learning for adult men
and women. It is sacred learning not to be talked about in public. The first learning layer is for
the children.
When children have reached the end of the first learning layer when around 15 or 16 years old,
they have made for themselves a community of learners made up of their brothers, sisters,
cousins and cross-cousins and of teachers made up of the four grandparents now referred to in
adult language, as their Arrenge, Aperle, Atyemeye and Ipmenhe. Parents are also involved as
teachers but the main teachers are the grandparents. Up until this time he or she is a boy or a
girl – an Urreye (a boy or a baby boy, or has not attended the cultural ceremony) or a Marla
Kweke (is what you say for a little baby girl or young girl). But after this time, after the initiation
ceremony for a boy, he is now a man, an Artwe. The girl however becomes, after this time but
without ceremony, a woman. She is now an Arelhe.
The first stage of this first learning layer is the stage when he or she is still baby called Arethape.
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Second stage is when the boy is called Apmerrke (which means he is a young teenager turning
into a young man) and the girl is called Awenke (which means she is young teenager becoming a
young women).
Third stage of this first learning layer is when the boy is now a man called Artwe (a young man
that has gone through his cultural learning and has been taught the laws of a warrior). The
young man now a warrior, an Artwe, is now given a wife through the men’s ceremony. The girl
is now a woman called Arelhe as she has been given to the Artwe as a wife. She is now learning
through the women’s business ceremonies to become a women and a wife.
During this first learning layer the boys and girls are watched as they develop physically by their
relatives with whom they have avoidance relationships. Their mothers, fathers, brothers and
sisters cannot talk about the physical changes that are happening to them as they pass from
childhood through puberty. This is a sacred stage.
The grandmothers are the teachers of knowledge to their granddaughters. They make their
granddaughters strong to carry the knowledge of the coolamon. The grandfathers are the
teachers of wisdom for their grandsons. These grandparents plant the seeds of knowledge in the
young children’s minds. The child comes into the learning cycle with only the first layer’s circle
on his/her learning trip.
The girls first enter into their mother’s mother circle of learning. In this circle they are learning
emotional feelings to do with grief/grieving. The girls and boys cry out but only the girls shed
tears. The girls learn to hold their grief by sharing their tears with their families and
grandmothers teach them this, so that they can manage their emotions. They sit next to the
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grandmother and watch them cry and listen to the tune of the cry. The spirit of the land carries
the cry across the country and the spirit draws the energy from the country.
The boys go to the learning circle of their mother’s father. In this circle they are learning
spiritually. This is when they learn about the spirit of the land. Their inner soul or spirit is
connected to silence or having patience and understanding that their death will be a life
journey. Their mother’s fathers teach them to understand that the journey the spirit travels is a
long way to find the resting place. These grandfathers also teach the children to understand to
give the people in grieving time to heal the wound inside them. The sorry business takes a long
time to heal.
Then the girls go to the learning circle of their father’s mother where the girls are learning
mentally. These grandmothers teach the girls about using their mind wisely and to understand
the knowledge of how to look after their families by bringing their families up sensibly and
prudently, and to understand they will become parents one day too.
Then the boys’ learning turns to the circle of their father’s father where they are learning to do
things physically by showing their attitudes. In the fathers’ father’s learning circle the boys learn
the skills and knowledge to be warriors and leaders of the country and to look after the whole
family tree that is connected to the land.
The system of skin names however connects us to our country and to our extended families.
One’s location in the Arrernte kinship system also determines other aspects of our life and
cultural identity as an Arrernte person such as connections to language, responsibilities in
ceremonies and connections to country. I now write about these aspects of the Arerrnte kinship
system.
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5.3.2 The child is learning from parents
While the grandparents are teaching the children relationship knowledge, the parents teach the
children survival skills and knowledge. Kemarre Turner (2010) refers to this learning.
I learned a great pile of things from my mother in those early days./ Like
collecting seeds of ulyawe, the pigweed plant. She used to collect those
pigweed seeds and grind them to make into a damper. … And she taught
me about going hunting, and how to save water when you’re hunting. …
Also my mum taught me a lot of things like how to cook meat. Everything,
you know, even the littlest thing like making a digging stick and what tree to
get it made out from. … Well I learned most from my mum, and also with
my aunties, and also with my sisters, and with some other families as well
(p. 200-201).

Kathleen Kemarre Wallace, Atneperke, (KA Code 106-05)

Kemarre Wallace's painting above illustrates a story about the women going hunting for
everyday survival using knowledge that they have learnt from their parents. This painting has
two women carrying coolamon and digging sticks and who are going hunting. It teaches us how
our grandparents have lived on the land for survival. This painting teaches us about the three
rockholes that had water, but only one had good water to drink. The other two rockholes was to
trap animals who were coming for a drink. They would poison the water, so the animals would
be sleepy and be slow to move and be caught by the hunters. In the painting the three rockholes
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are shown with the poisoned rockhole at the bottom of the painting. The tracks around this
rockhole are those of birds like rock pigeons that are good to eat.
These are some of the things that the parents have watched and learnt from the grandparents
that had very good survival skills. The parents teach their children everyday survival skills to
become good parents. Where there is water, there are animals. Our grandparents are clever and
are very good hunters.
This learning was related to the grandparents’ teaching who “knew the country through and
through” (Turner (2010. P. 201) but was directed to everyday living by our parents’ generation.
The knowledge here was applied to country and to living in our families and staying healthy
from the correct preparation and cooking of food. The teaching here was different for boys and
girls. Boys learnt the right survival skills and knowledge from their fathers, father’s brothers and
mother’s brothers. Girls learnt the right survival skills and knowledge from their mothers,
mother’s sisters and father’s sisters.

5.3.3 Arrernte Kinship System and One’s Connection to Arrernte Languages
Arrernte languages come from the land itself. The grandparents of our children have their own
language of where they came from. So therefore they teach the language of their country and
how to pronounce it. When the children are taken into the country of their grandparents, the
grandmothers teach the knowledge of that country to them with the right stories from that land
and the meaningful words connected with the country.
In this way the four sets of grandparents are the teachers of their grandchildren because each
grandparent has their own country where each language is different according to the land.
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Because each land has a particular language for the special story that is the meaningful story for
that grandparent’s land, the language is taught in the story. Grandchildren learn of how to use
that particular language and how to pronounce it properly.
When involved in the ceremonies, the grandparents use old language to describe activities, to
show what to do and how to use it, so that the activities in the ceremony will be meaningful
activities, such as, for example, using special bush medicine. The Arrernte language is kept
strong by practicing the traditional activities in the ceremonies.
Our language is sacred to us. Every Aboriginal language is sacred for those who speak it. Words
are given to us by the land and these words are sacred. Language is the flesh of our land and it is
alive and meaningful to us. It is sacred to us and is grown from the land itself. Speaking Arrernte
is sacred to the land because it contains meaningful stories only to those particular families who
come from that particular country.
Ane akaltye anthurre angkentye ikwerenheke. Ane angkentye itethe atnerte mpwepe-arenye
apeke re.
And a person knows his or her language and knows that their language is born out of the living
flesh of the land, because arrenge ikwerenhe, his father’s father, is a language speaker like this,
and aperle ikwerenhe, father’s mother, is a language speaker the same as this.
Arrernte people used language in a very strong cultural knowledge way. They lived in their own
country speaking, and they would go out together collecting food and hunting together speaking
that same language from that land. They lived with their children growing up listening to that
language from their grandparents. By living on the land the children grew with the land and had
strong language to connect with the land.
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And we identify ourselves, who we are and where we are from, by listening to the same family
groups who speak to each other with the same language. We recognize each other by the
different words that are used in the different manner.
That is why children have to know about their grandparents’ country, because you got to
akaltyele-anthele ampe ngkwinhe-areye, you got to teach your children what language is.
Language ngkwinhe angkentye unte-arle angkeme ane angkentye arrepenhe areye kantreye
itwele-itwe-arle aneme mape. Angwenhe-ante-areye apeke angkentye anyente-arle angkeme.
The root of the language is the creation of the land that, in turn, created the kinship cycle that
makes for you your totem from the land that connects and holds you in place with your four
grandparents, Arrenge-kenhe, Ipmenhe-kenhe, atyemeye-kenhe, aperle-kenhe.

5.3.4 Arrernte Kinship System and One’s Responsibilities in Arrernte Ceremonies
Here in this chapter I will only talk about the general knowledge about the ceremony, which is
the open learning and teaching leading to the preparation that is done by the whole kinship
members relating to the ceremony.
Arrernte people have responsibilities in Arrernte culture. These cultural responsibilities are
most seriously addressed in ceremonies where the teaching occurs for everyone. At these times
of the year learning and teaching occurs to everyone.
Arrernte people celebrate two important ceremonies of Arrernte cultural life.
One is a festival that Arrernte people celebrate every year during the summer season in
December. This is when they celebrate the young men becoming Arrernte cultural leaders. This
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is the Apwelhe ceremony. The other important ceremony is the ceremony of death, the
ceremony of grieving, when families grieve and mourn for the spirit of a deceased person that is
travelling on that person’s life journey to his or her ancestral ground.

5.3.4.1

One’s Responsibilities in the Arrernte Ceremony of Death, the Ceremony of
Grieving

When we have a death in the family the whole family tree has to go through the healing
process. This is because the kinship system is taught at the same time. Within that family tree
there are certain family members who have responsibilities for the learning and teaching at that
time. There are many cultural activities and ceremonies that involve this learning necessary to
make a healthy family tree.
Grieving is a lesson that teaches us to be quiet and be patient because that is the time to heal
each other. The process of grief is part of healing process with the family and the deceased. It
contains the concepts of learning.
We also do not even mention the name of the deceased person. Other people with that same
name are called kwementyaye. Kwementyaye means no name. This use of language is to show
the family in mourning respect and that the speakers are sorry too for the loss. It is a ‘sore ear’
for the parents of the deceased to hear that name again.
Grieving for Arrernte relates to a set of cultural knowledge that contains laws that describe skills
and processes that are needed to carry the sorry business. This knowledge and laws include the
kinship relationship and the country in which the spirit of the body is to be laid. Grieving also
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rotates around the kinship system. The healing process starts with the family of the deceased
and finishes with the family. The sorry business has activities that involve healing processes.
The old people in the old days used to cry out in the pain of grief in the morning before the
sunrise and in the evening before the sun sets to let families know that is a time of sorrow and
to be quiet.
Grandmothers teach us to grieve, to cry out to the land and to connect back to the spirits.
Grandfathers teach us to understand the grief, because it is the only sickness that the Doctor
cannot heal. That is why we go through the stages of sorrow.
The beginning of the grieving process is when we realize who we are in terms of kinship in order
to get involved with the activities associated with grieving. During the grieving process when we
are participating in the activities as ceremony, we learn how we are related to each other. By
the end of the ceremony of grieving we have learnt where we are going and why we need
relationships within the Arrernte Nurrype system.
The relatives work closely with each other and work out any conflict together. They also look at
the country and invite the other families from that country to come and join in with the
activities of the ceremony. These activities include talking about the song line where the spirit is
laid to rest. When the family mourns it echoes out to the spirit people and connects themselves
to the ancestors of the land. This is because the spirit of the land echoes through their country
for the resting place.
When young women are involved in the ceremony they are asked what skin name she is or if
she is Nyurrpe to the people who are participating to the particular activity. This is because
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other family members can connect themselves to each other and to which country. The teaching
of the ceremony activities is in sequence from the beginning to the ending.
Also the smoking of the house of the deceased needs to be done and everything that is inside
the house needs to be burned or given away to particular family members. The house needs to
be swapped with the particular family.
The widow has to tell the family members what caused the death and why it happened, where it
happened, how it happened and who was involved. This is done through consultations within
the kinship system.
Paybacks are done. This is because it is part of the healing procession and the closing of the
wounds inside the mourning family. There are severe paybacks and there are not so much
severe paybacks.
The widow has been out of sight inside the house since the loss of her husband. She cannot be
seen walking around or making a noise. She has to be silent at all times. Also she has to wear
black clothing, but not only her. Her sisters do the same as her.
Before the burial the widow and her sisters, brothers, cousins, mothers, fathers are taken out of
the house by family members. The widow is taken on the cultural journey to wipe away the
footprints of her husband. The daughter-in-laws of the deceased man go on this cultural journey
to erase his footprints.
The widow is taken to the places where they have walked together to work or played with their
grandchildren. The procession is led by the widow’s husband’s family and her children and
grandchildren.
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The children along with their cross cousins talk among themselves about the burial of where
they need to bury the deceased person in terms of country and who shall be buried next to that
person.
The grandmothers have the right to teach and show the law to their daughter’s daughter and
have the big responsibilities in preparing the ceremonies when they are being part of it. The
mothers are the witnesses of what is happening in the activities because it just happens,
sometimes to every day events.
As the responsibilities in the ceremony are connected to the kin relationships that the people
have with the deceased, and these kin relationships are fixed according to the skin names of
each person including that of the deceased, these responsibilities rotate throughout the
Arrernte community in relation to the skin name of each deceased person. In the explanation of
responsibilities that follow I have used only one example, that of when the deceased is a
Pengarte man.
When a Pengarte man passes away the widow of that Pengarte man is now subject to certain
responsibilities within the kinship system. The widow has to heal the whole family tree. This
happens during the mourning process. Now by looking at the Arrernte marriage cycle, the wife
is Ampetyane. The children of a Pengarte man and a Ampetyane woman (the children of the
deceased man and his widow) are Penangke. So these Penangke children work closely with the
children of Pengarte women who are Angale. The Penangke and Angale children do what is told
and needed, and they organize the activities that they must do.
The Angale children talk about the burial, of where the deceased Pengarte man is to be buried.
They also take the possessions of the deceased and destroy these. The Angale children and the
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Penangke children are cross cousins according to the Arrernte kinship system. They cut the hair
short to remind everyone that they are in mourning and wear something black on their head
and wear black clothes.
Then the Penangke children’s cross cousin’s cousins are invited to decide upon other necessary
culturally activities in the ceremony of death. They smoke the house of the deceased with the
special bush medicine which is carried through the whole house by the aunties, uncles,
grandmothers and grandfathers. They also walk the aunties, uncles, grandmothers and
grandfathers from the house where they are now living to the place where the deceased had
worked or played with his friends. They walk with the branch behind them or they sweep the
footprints in front of them as they walk and mourn with the family. This is the way of inviting
the families to mourn with each other by sharing the tears with each other.
When an Ampetyane woman becomes a widow, the whole family tree is involved in the
activities, but only certain skin names are pointed out to lay the rules, like the cousins of the
widow and they are Nyurrpe to her.

Kathleen Kemarre Wallace, Spirit Guides in Ngangkere Journey, (KA Code 187-05)

This painting by Kemarre tells the story of healing for the widow and her sisters and brothers.
The spirits of the dead travel through the country to find their resting places so that the widow
can heal her spirit and set the spirit free to rest in peace. This is done during the sorry business
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when the widow is in silence. The ngangkere is helping or healing the spirit to be strong and laid
to rest. The ngangkere is a healing spirit that will protect a weak spirit from being defeated. If a
weak spirit is lost it will never be found again and placed in the right proper resting place. The
rightful people who are related to each other are recognised by the spirits and are comforted by
them and can travel on the journey together. The spirits of the land travel through the country
for healing and looking for protection. The widow can get sick because the spirit can sometimes
get lost or misplaced by someone by breaking the silence with the interference from fighting or
loud noise. That is why we go into the code of silence.
The painting above shows four spirits emerging from the earth bringing the energy with them
needed for the healing.

5.3.4.2

One’s Responsibilities in the Arrernte Ceremony of Apwelhe

Apwelhe is a cultural festival for young boys; part of men’s ceremonies where the women and
girls dance and the men sing. The grandmothers are behind this big ceremony, because they run
the behind the scene activities. Like preparation; where to get the special fire stick, where to get
the right body paint and the feathers for the women and particular family members.
The grieving for the young men at the beginning of the ceremony is to say goodbye to the young
men as boys, and also for when the young men are coming out from the bush at the end of
ceremony for the coming of the new men with a lot of cultural knowledge. During the time of
the ceremony grandparents cry out for joy and pride for the young men on their cultural
journey.
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The uncles play a big role in taking part in their nephews’ ceremony working alongside with the
brothers and cousins preparing and teaching them.
The painting below is about the parents getting ready for the ceremony. The Man prepares his
son for adulthood and to be a great leader for his grandfathers' country, so that he can be
recognised by the country and his family members. The families in the right skin groups get
prepared to organise the events with the grandmothers and grandfathers. The uncles and
brothers and cousins are the rightful organisers who will provide everything for the coming
events.

Kathleen Kemarre Wallace, Boy and Man, (KA 121-06)

In the painting above by Kemarre the mother and father of the boy are shown on each side with
the boy at the top above two circles. The lower circle represents the eight skin names while the
smaller circle shows the two parents and the four grandparents of the boy. The boy is reaching
out to the knowledge of his two grandfathers' countries.
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5.3.5 Arrernte Kinship System and One’s Connection to Country.
Arrernte people place great importance on family and social relationships. Much of the of the
way that people behave towards each other, their rights and responsibilities to each other, is
expressed in terms of how they are related.
The Arrernte Kinship System as represented by a family tree that shows there is a cycle that
runs over five generations. This family tree cycle then repeats itself in terms of kin names. This
cycling of family kin names is repeated throughout time.
In the family tree diagram below this cycle is shown for the grandparents of a Penangke man
and a Penangke woman through to their grandchildren. I have used my own skin name as
central to this family tree. Arrernte people with other skin names could rework this same
diagram putting their own skin names at the centre, as ‘Me’.
People are related to and own land according to their skin names and kin relationships as shown
in the family tree diagram below.
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Figure 5:

5.3.5.1
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A Diagram showing an Eastern Arrernte Family Tree over 5 Generations Centred on ‘Me’ with the Skin Name of Penangke and
including Kin Terms

Eastern Arrernte Family Tree showing Kinship Terms over five Generations centred on Penangke Women and a
Penangke Man (Sisters and Brothers)

Land and dreaming stories including songs and ceremonies are not owned by all Arrernte
people together. Each relatively small area of land is owned by a different family group.
We call traditional Land owner apmereke-artweye. They are the rightful owners of their
grandfathers’ land. While the apmereke-artweye owners have the main role for their country
and the dreamings associated with that country, the apmereke-artweye owners work together
with people who have connections to their family by marriage. This might be through a
husband, wife, brother-in-law or sister-in-law of one of the owners or it might be through the
children of a woman who is one of the owners.
For example, my country is owned by the Pengarte grandfathers and we, the Penangke
children, are landowners too, but the Angale children which are the kwertengerle for our
country are our fathers’ sisters’ children. The kwertengerle are the caretakers of our land. They
don’t own it, they just speak for our country. This applies to every apmereke-artweye and
kwertengerle on their own country because each land has its own rules and regulations.
For example, for Pengarte and Penangke, as apmereke-artweye, we hold the stories of our
country and we make sure the managers, the kwertengerle, teach our stories to the children of
the land. The Angale and Ampetyane, as our kwertengerle, make sure our children deliver the
stories in the proper way by teaching them through art, dance, story and songs.
Each country contains rules and regulations of knowledge and skills of that particular country.
Each land and country has rules for that particular family from that country. Law within this
country only rules for these people. Each country tells a story of do’s and don’ts because of the
stories that lies there in that country. These are stories that are relevant to that particular
country.
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Each skin name owns a country and also each skin name manages a country. Land and dreaming
stories, songs and ceremonies are not owned by Arrernte people together; each relatively small
area of land is owned by different family groups and are connected together by anpernirrentye.
Anpernirrentye (Kinship) is a rule about the skin names and how people are related to each
other in a particular way. It is a rule how we address each other in a particular way. It has come
from our traditional land and it is the rule of the law.
The caretakers, as we call them Kwertengerle, are a group of people who hold the rule book and
the key to the knowledge from the land that they are caretakers of.
The kwertengerle are people who belong to a piece of country and know it very well. The
country belongs to a family group according to Aboriginal law. If a person who is apmerekeartweye passes away, the kwertengerle shows that person’s children the country and shows
them how to look after it, so that they and the kwertengerle people can look after it properly
together into the future.
Tyerrtye kwertengerle apele tyerrye nhenge ampere anyente arenye, apmere renhe arle itele
anthurre areme. Tyerrtye nhenhe artweye-nhenge areye-kenhe, arelhe urrperle-kenhe lawnge ularre. Nhenge tyerrtye apmereke-artweye apeke aweyawe-irreme, tyerrtye nhenhe
ikwerenhe ampe mapeke kwertengerle itnekenhe nhenhe rarle akenhe itnehenhe akaltyeleantheme apmere imernemele antheme apmere imernemele nthakenhe renhe arntarntearetyeke. Itne apurtele kwertengerle re uthenele apmere itnekenhe renhe mwerre
atnyenetyeke.
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These people, known as kwertengerle, have different responsibilities for the country and its
dreamings to those responsibilities of the apmereke-artweye owners. Kwertengerle make sure
that ceremonies and other duties (such as songs, dance, designs) are done properly.
This means the Kemarre-Perrurle family is the apmereke-artweye owners of an area of country
and then their kwertengerle will come from families that are Kngwarraye-Peltharre or
Penangke-Pengarte: in other words, from the people who are Nyurrpe to them.
The kwertengerle for one area of land will also be apmereke-artweye for their own country and
dreamings elsewhere in the Arrernte nation.

5.3.6 Arrernte Kinship and Cousin Relationships
When teaching about the country we group ourselves as landowners, apmereke-artweye, when
we are on the father’s country and caretakers, kwertengerle, when on our mother’s country.
We change roles when the country changes. So a group of us look after the country while a
group of us owns the country.
In the ceremonies, two skin groups of knowledge holders are involved in the learning of the
activities within which the knowledge is held and given, and the other two skin groups from the
opposite Nyurrpe side are the teachers that perform the activities. The learning has to be
balanced to deliver that program of activities properly. The other four skin groups are there to
witness the ceremonial program and also to support the teachers and learners.
When you are singing a song, you are either an apmereke-artweye or a kwertengerle. You
always go together. The dancers are either an apmereke-artweye and a kwertengerle as well to
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perform the dance for particular countries. The cousins go with cousins. You are always teaching
your children and it is like passing down the knowledge to the next generation. It is that mother
and daughter, or that father and son, like passing on your country’s knowledge.
When we are put into our skin groups we are expected to learn and listen and respect each
other in a cultural way. We are put in a group for ceremonial reasons decided by our cultural
Elders for teaching of the language in the right cultural way.
We as cousins from our father's side and from our mother's side have rules that allow us to have
fun in teasing and in a joking way and also teasing as in teaching each other manners. This is
how we discipline amongst our cousins.
However, there is a long line of cousins that can be either friends (father’s sisters’ children) or
avoidance cousins (father’s sister’s children’s marriage groups). These cousin relationships are
important in teaching and learning. Cousins that became poison to us through sacred ceremony
cannot be teased. We discipline each other not to dispute with other people. We become
counselors to each other but not directly but through our cross cousins. We can do that to each
other so as these poison cousins do not fight and make trouble.
The family tree diagram below shows these cousin categories as well as avoidance relationships.
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Figure 6:
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Eastern Arrernte Family Tree showing Cross-Cousins and Avoidance Cousins (Cross–Cousins shown as X Cousins) for Penangke
Males and Females

This family tree diagram shows Cross Cousins and Avoidance Cousins (my cross-cousins’

husbands and wives) and Daughters-in-Law and the Son-in-Laws for Penangke Women and

Penangke Men.

This diagram also shows the avoidance relationships for Penangke women and Penangke men.
In the family tree above my avoidance cousins (X Cousins) are on my father’s side of the

family tree. The cousins on my mother’s side are my cousin-cousins. I can talk to my cousincousins.

In the family tree above my brother’s avoidance cousins (X Cousins) are on my mother’s

side of the family tree. The cousins on my father’s side are my brother’s cousin-cousins. He
can talk to his cousin-cousins.

For Penangke women the avoidance relationships are those with their father-in-laws and
with their son-in-laws.

For Penangke men the avoidance relationships are those with their mother-in-laws and
with their daughter-in-laws.

These cousin-to-cousin interactions are complex but normal to us. So are the avoidance
relationships.
Kathleen Kemarre Wallace painted the story that teaches the young people not to tease one
another or the animals. This painting has an important learning story that the Elders teach.
Kemarre’s painting is included below:
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Kathleen Kemarre Wallace, Tree and Puppies (KA code 158-06)

The story in this painting is told below in the Arrernte language. An English translation is
included as a post-script on pages 133-136 of this thesis.
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Tyangkertangkerte
Urreke re ampe urreye anetyenhenge irrernte-arenye utnenge ikwere-akerte
akngernerle-apeke. Atnyeneke re Apmere Arnkarreke. Ratherre imernte, "utnenge
nhenge nthakenhe ilerne irreye?" kwenhe, "ilerne arelhe awenkek untheye?"
Apmere arnkarre ikwerengentyele ratherre untheke apmere arrpenheke ilkaretyeke?
Arelhe awenkeke akwele. Arrangkwe, ampe marle akweke-ante ingkerreke anemeke.
"Angwenhe-ame anteme ilerne ntheye?" kwenhe, "marle-arle akweke ingkerreke
nhenhe," kwenhe.
Wale, ratherre alherreke irtnwerrenge-werne anteme. arrangkwe kine, marle
ingkerreke-arle akweke aneke. Ratherre apmere arrpanenhe untherle-apeke utnenge
ikwere akngernerle-apeme. Apmere irlkerteye anteme aneke. Irlkerteye arrangkwe
kine areke awenkeke, Apmere mape atningke-arle aneke-werne akngeke. Arrangkwe
kine areke, "ampe akweke marle ingkerrenyeke!"
Keringke-werne anteme alheke. Arrengkwe kine areke. Kele apmere arrpenhe-werne
anteme alheme utnenge ikwere arntirrkwerle-anteme.Therirrerte-werne. Untheke re,
apmere arrpanenhe arerle-apeke, arrangkwe. Tyerrtyele akenhe irrernte-arenye
renhetherre aretyakenhe apale ware itne aneke.
Akenhe ratherre alerarrlkwe irretye-alheke. Arrangkwe, Akenhe ratherre apetyealpeke uyetye-werne anteme, Arrangkwe, kine areke marleke, "marle akweke
ingkerreke".
Alyathenge-werne anteme alheke, arrangkwe. "Apmere kwenhe itwe aneme, ilerne
kele apetye-alpeke,"kwenhe, kele akngirtnerreke utnenge akweke renhe apmere
ikwere-werne. Apurrke akngerre akwele ratherre aneke, arlenge arlentye-iperre.
Ratherre aretye-alperreke arne akngerre-apenhe renhe, Arrkerneke-arle aneke,
altywere-akerte, lkwere ware arrerneke utnenge renhe. Arne renhe ngangkere
ntheke, ilemele imernte, "ampe akweke nhenhe unte amangkelhe-ilaye, arelheke
arrangkwenge," kwenhe. Arne re kenhe urlpmirreke ikwere-akerte. Akenhe ampe
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akweke re akngangerlenge kweneke. Ampe anteme aneke.Atnerte ikwerenhe rarle
aneke arrkernke ulpere re.
Ikwerengentyele ratherre ileke, "unte arritnye nhenhe ntherle, 'Tyangkertangkerte', "
kwenhe kele akngwelye artnwere akenhe apetyerlenge arne ulpere ikwere-werne.
Atnerte-atnerte kine re aneke. Re artekerre kweneke mpwareke akngwelye akwerrkeareye.
Kele itne apurte amangkeke. Akweke re artnerrentye-irreke. Akenhe akngwelye
akwerrke-areye unthentye-akngerre aneke. Arne arrkernke re altywere-ilelhelenge
ampe akethe-werne artnerre-aketyeke. Akweke re akethele anerle-anetyeke akenhe
akngwelye akwerrke-areye renhe utnherlenge-arle akenhe akweke re irrpirynerlengearlr. Arne re akenhe martelhelenge akweke-akerte akngwelye akwerrke-areye
irrpeme-ketyenge, altywere akweke aneme rlke irrpetyeke, akweke ware urlpmeirretyarte. Akenhe arratelhetyarte akngerre-irrerlenge. Akenhe arretelhetyarte
akngerr-irrerlenge. Alakenhere unthetyeke-arle irretyarte.
Wale, Tyangkertangkerte re akngerre-awerne-irreke, urreye akweke anteme. Arne re
angkeke, "ayenge ingkeke arrangkwe," kwenhe, " anyente ikwerele tnerle-anerlenge,"
kwenhe, " unte-arrpe arntarnte-arelherle."
"Merneke areye, merne inmartwe kwatye-iperre arratenye akngerre. Yanhe ulkere
arlkwerle-anaye. Merne alangkwe-arlke, kere kelyawe-arlke arlkwe."
Akenhe akweke re alakenhe angkerlenge ikwere, "nthakenhe-arle athewe mpengeileye?" kwenhe. "Ware arlkwaye, " arne re angkeke. Tyangkertangkerte re
anemealhemele aretyarte tyerrtye-areye. Apmere akngerre arnkarre aneke. Mape
akenhe aname-irreke kwatyeke arrangkwenge kele anyente-arle arne re aneke.
Anyentengare ware apeke re areke kere-arlke iterlenge. Akweke re wantelhetyarte
rarrpe; kelyawe, arlatyeye, atnyetye-arlke tnyemele.
Akenhe akngwelye akine akngerre-anteme-irrerlenge. Akweke re arrkene-irreke
itnekenge. Anhelhemele imerte untetye-alperlenge arne ikwere-werne. Akweke re
akngerre-awerne-akngerre-awerne-irremele re aneme anhelheke akngwelye itneke.
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Arlke-arlke-arle-iwerle, akngwelye itne ampe urreye renhe apentetyarte. Itne renhe
alwernetyarte. Akenhe re akenhe altyepeke kelyawe mape arrerneke, irrtyarte
akweke-akerte, untetye-alperlenge arne mameye ikwere-werne. Akenhe akwetethe
re alakenhe irretyarte akngerre-ame-akngerre-irremele. Arlenge-ame-arlenge rlkele
alhetyarte.
Akngwelye itne akngerre anthurre anteme aneke akenhe Tyangkertangkerte itneke
akwete re anhelhemele arlkeme. Kele itne renhe alwerneke akwete.
Wale, re artwe akngerre anteme aneke re arlenge-werne alheke kere atwetyeke,
arratye irrtyartele nterneke. Akngwelye itne kine. Re nterte apeke apetyealpetyakenhe. Re akwete re anhelhele-apeke akngwelye itneke. Akenhe itne anteme
alwerneke renhe. Kere apele ulthentye anthurre-arle aneke. Re kere iwemele
untetyeke kele itwe aneme," awe, apmere kwenhe arlenge arlentye anthurre!"
kwenhe, "ayenge-ame iwenheke arlke-arlke-arle-iweke?!" Itetheke rarle re unteke
apmere Arnkarre-werne. Arne mikweke-anthene re tnetye-alheke. Arne re kenhe
altywere-akerte kine aneke. Alhwenge arrpenheke re irrpetyeke ikwere uye.
Akngwelye itne renhe ingkeke tyarre-ineke arlkwerrirreke renhe. Kele.
Arne mikwe, Arrkernke re antyerrke-irremele ilweke tyangkertangkerte ilwekenge
(Kemarre Wallace, 2009, pp. 121-122).
Another story that Kathleen Kemarre Wallace tells is that of the Ant lion sisters, angkweye angkweye. This story has the message that children must keep together, stay in a group so that
they will be safe as children in a group.
When we were children we were told never to go by ourselves to the
springs. … Everyone of us would be safe if we kept together. We were all
frightened by the stories we listened to and the sights we saw that were
about arrentye (Kemarre Wallace, 2009, p. 73).
The Kemarre’s painting for this story is below.
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Kathleen Kemarre Wallace, Aleperentye (KA code 48-08)
This painting teaches us to be together and look after each other from danger when you are
visiting other people’s country. When you are in a group you will know what is going on and
everyone will listen to what is said to a group of people, so everyone is aware of the
message and nobody has missed out on the message. This is because the message can
sometimes be misinterpreted. When something is said or done then you will have witnesses
there to answer any false accusations. We learn in a group to stay together and look after
each other and also listen to each other. Also we learn not to talk to strangers as they could
be dangerous.
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In the painting the spirit woman with her coolamon and digging stick is a bad spirit who is
looking for good kids to capture and make them bad like her. She thinks the kids are her
own kids and she wants to take them back. The children are in a group of different ages,
each looking after each other, especially the younger ones.

5.4

My Research Study Problem re-visited

The research problem that is the focus of my Masters study was set out at the end of Chapter 1.
I want to refer to my research problem now after writing about the important knowledge
metaphor central to my research. Just as a reminder, my research problem is about
understanding Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy and how this understanding can be applied to
teaching in Arrernte community schools. That is:
To explore Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy to define the characteristics of
Arrernte teaching and learning practices.
To describe an Arrernte teaching style that is built on Arrernte Women’s
Pedagogy that could be adapted to teaching in Arrernte community
schools.
The next Chapter, Chapter 6, outlines my approach to my research, my research methodology.
Chapter 7 contains the observations I have made of Arrernte women Elders teaching young
women through ceremonies. In Chapter 8 I will be applying the Arrernte kinship system,
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Anpernirrentye, as a knowledge metaphor to analyse my observations. This metaphor gives me
the deep theory and philosophy upon which to explore and describe answers to my research
problem.
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Chapter 6

My Research Methodology

My research study is on the pedagogy of Arrernte women and the potential to transfer
elements of this pedagogy into classrooms in Arrernte community schools. I undertook this
research after participating in four highly significant women’s cultural ceremonies held during
2014 at four selected ceremonial sites on Arrernte country in Central Australia. These four
ceremonies are held at the same time each year. From my observations of the way the women
Elders conducted these ceremonies I decided to formally observe these same women Elders
taking on the roles of teachers in a further set of ceremonies that were held from December
2015 till February 2016. These ceremonies were also women’s ceremonies, but this time the
ceremonies were associated with the initiation of young Arrernte men into Arrernte cultural life.
All of these ceremonies are part of the proactive agenda of Arrernte Elders to counter the
influence of the colonial and post-colonial society on Arrernte youth that has and is causing a
watering down of traditional Arrernte cultural knowledge.
For my research study I have drawn on my knowledge of the 2014 ceremonies together with my
detailed observations of the later 2015-2016 ceremonies. These ceremonies, all central to this
research study, focused on the teaching and learning of the cultural knowledge necessary to be
strong, healthy and constructive Arrernte women over their life journey as girls, young women,
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mothers and grandmothers. The ceremonies were planned and conducted by Arrernte women
Elders.
Within the Arrernte kinship system, I belong to the same families as the women Elders that
participated in my research study. My participation in my research study was, foremost, to
honour my cultural obligation to engage in my own higher level cultural learning as well as to
conduct myself appropriately as a teacher of women younger than myself during the
ceremonies.
I was invited by my mothers and aunties to participate in these ceremonies. My mothers and
aunties were in full support of me making observations of their teaching practices and recording
these later in my thesis.
My Elders fully supported my research intention of translating their pedagogy to teaching and
learning practices suitable to the context of an Arrernte community school. They saw this as a
further aspect of their own cultural strengthening agenda.
The research methods that I used were those associated with participant observation (Kawulich,
2005), but participant observation through an Arrernte lens. I was both a participant in the
Arrernte women's ceremonies as well as an observer of the pedagogical practices of the Elders
who organized, and conducted the ceremonial activities. I then recorded my observations and
reflections in note form to be carefully expanded later in the next chapter of my thesis.
The sequence of the research participant observation-based activities was controlled by the
sequence of the women's ceremonies. These ceremonies are held each year according to a
timetable that I have no control over.
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The participants in my research were all Arrernte women Elders were all of a senior age. There
were six participants. Their common characteristics were that they were Arrernte, senior
custodians of Arrernte women's knowledge and in the culturally appropriate kinship
relationship to me for me to be further educated by them.
The research was conducted amongst fluent Arrernte speakers, myself included.
The Elders were in the position of authority, not me in my research methodology. I was required
to behave according to Arrernte relationship protocols that constructed me as the one with a
dependent relationship with the participant Elders.
While the six Arrernte Elders agreed to be involved as cultural knowledge leaders in my research
(see attached letter), I asked them to formally consent by completing a consent form (see
attached).
Observational and reflective data have been reported in the form of collective accounts of the
six Elders pedagogical practices as these unfold during each ceremony. From past experience I
anticipated that the Elders would be practicing as a group. Therefore I have not identified
particular practices with specific individuals.
My full accounts of the Elders' pedagogical practices were critically reviewed by each Elder and
corrected as directed. Arrangements for clearance of my written thesis by my group of
participant Elders for examination included a series of face-to-face meetings in which the details
of the Elders' contribution was further reviewed. This process is evidence of a strong Arrernte
cultural ethics approval process that was in place complementing the ethics approval I received
the Human Research Ethics Committee of Charles Darwin University and the Committee’s
Aboriginal Research Advisory Committee.
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The research was fully respectful of Aboriginal knowledge and kinship relationships. These were
central to the conduct of the research and to the analysis of observational and reflective data.
The research fully affirmed the right to hold different values, norms and aspirations as it was
exactly these values, norms and aspirations that informed the research observations and
reflections, and my analysis and conclusions. My research was all about respect.
As an Arrernte senior woman myself undertaking this research which is embedded within a
broader cultural strengthening agenda, I am an Arrernte insider valuing, treating and addressing
significant issues identified by my own community as described above.
My research project drew on the colonial history of Central Australia as this history has affected
my Arrernte community generally and with respect to missionary school education. Kinship
bonds are central to my research methodology. My research is all about cultural distinctiveness
in school education for Arrernte children.
My motivation was driven by my personal experiences of the role of missionary schooling in
colonial Australia's agenda of integration and assimilation. My intent and the processes I
undertook were to counter the current threats to Arrernte cultural continuity in Central
Australia.
The participant Elders in my research study are in continuous contact with other Arrernte Elders
all sharing concerns over the watering down of cultural knowledge amongst their community's
younger generation. My research has received support beyond that of my mothers and aunties
and will have, hopefully, broad benefits in Aboriginal education.
In my thesis I acknowledge the six Elders who were central to my data gathering only after they
agreed to such acknowledgement.
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Chapter 7

7.1

Stories of Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy in Practice,
of Arrernteke Akaltye-Irrene

Introduction

In this chapter I write about my observations that I made of Arrernte women Elders teaching

young women through ceremonies. But first, I write about ceremonies as cultural learning

places for Arrernte and I also describe, in general language, the four women’s ceremonies that
provided the earlier ‘informal’ context for my research into Arrernte women’s pedagogy
together with a description of the young men’s ceremonies that formed the CDU ethically
approved context for my participant observations.
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7.2

Ceremony as the Place of Learning

The pedagogy of Arrernte women has been shown to me over many years. These ceremonies
included ceremonies for young girls, teaching them to understand about growing up and
becoming a woman within the proper Arrernte cultural way.
I participated in these ceremonies myself while observing carefully the way the older women,
my Elders, organized the learning that was central to each ceremony. It was in this way that I
came to understand their way of teaching, their pedagogy.
During these special occasions we all, girls, young women, mature women and older women,
would spend time with the old ladies cerebrating the womanhood of our culture. We spent time
with them talking about the importance of becoming the carriers of our Arrernte culture
through the stages of being a child, a girl, a young woman, a mother and then being a
grandmother.
We are taught in a carefully planned sequence, first through the singing and dancing to get the
rhythm, then second through the body painting. When singing the old ladies sing the songline
for our country. This songline tells the younger women and girls of the journey of our creator
women who traveled the country forming the sacredness of the land for the women. It is the
story of the formation of the land and through the song we come to understand the importance
of being a woman. Sacred and secret songs are sung to remind us that our bodies are sacred to
us and are secret, only to be talked about with the right people for us. The song teaches us
about the sacredness of our body, just like the land is sacred to us.
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The body painting represents the land and as we are painted we become connected to the land
so that we are part of the landscape. Each land has its own singing groups that own and care for
the land. During the ceremonies, we would go out to a particular country and sit down and sing
that country, so that the creator people would recognise us and invite us onto the land.
When the lesson starts we are categorised into our skin groups and then particular stories are
sung for us. A Nyurrpe teaches a Nyurrpe. And in these groups mothers, meye, and their
cousins, altyelenhe, teach their children.
Here the caretakers, kwertengerle, and the owners, apmere- artweye, of the ceremony songs
are the teachers for each ceremonial event. The caretakers are the aunties’ children, father's
sister's children, awenhekwe. The owners are the people who own the songs of the country they are the father's brothers’ children, akngeye.
We are also taught about our skin names and who we are allowed to marry according to the
‘right-way’ kinship rules. In addition, we are taught to respect our husbands.
The old ladies plan these ceremonial events for various times of the year according to the cycles
of the night sky. They also plan the sacred places where each ceremony takes place.
Kathleen Kemarre Wallace (2009) remembers all this in her book, Listen deeply, let these stories
in.
We have ceremonies for young girls, teaching them to understand about
growing up and becoming a woman. It’s part of the women’s ceremony.
Over time the girls get told about women’s business, Aboriginal law,
children and husbands – everything should be taught to them at the right
time as they grow. Before, girls were not given to their husbands until they
were over seventeen or eighteen. …. Awenke means a girl of marrying age
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and weren’t allowed to leave the alwekere, single women’s camp, to go
with men until they were awenke. That was our way in the old days (p.
107).
Her painting below tells the story of young women’s learning as it was done in the ‘old days’.
The painting tells the story of a young girl growing into a young woman. To become a woman a
girl needs to live with a man. The young women are given an older man with the skin name for
‘right-way’ marriage so they will grow together with love of being a father and a mother. The
young girl grows into a woman to become a mother and the husband and wife share their
knowledge together and learn about bringing children up together when they become parents
themselves with the help of their parents and, later on, with their grandparents.

Kathleen Kemarre Wallace, Young Women’s Learning (KA code 09-07)
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In the painting the young girl is in the centre with her grandmothers on either side. The
grandmothers are each standing upon the knowledge of their own country. The young girl when
she becomes a woman with daughters is showing that she is handing on the grandmothers'
knowledge to their granddaughters. There is a cycle of knowledge across the generations of
women.
Wallace (2009) also wrote about the importance of skin names.
Each baby born has a skin name; this was originally set out for us in the
altyerrenge, like I said before. Our skin names guide our relationships and
signify our obligations to each other. Everyone has obligations – to our
country and our relatives. Our skin names help us understand these
obligations and other things in society like who we can marry, where to join
ceremony and what part we will come to play in law and business (p. 107108).
Wallace sadly comments, “this is not as strong anymore, although our children still have skin
names” (p. 108).
Here Wallace is touching on the focus of my research.

7.3

The Arrernte Women’s Ceremonies

Here I describe firstly, the four women’s ceremonies that started my thinking about doing my
research study of Arrernte women’s pedagogy, and secondly, the women’s ceremonies that are
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associated with the initiation of young men, the ceremonies that formed the context for my
formal and detailed observations of the ways women Elders taught the younger women.

7.3.1 The Four Women’s Ceremonies
Here I describe each ceremony as a part of an overall sequence of ceremonial events that
together make up the full ceremony-based teaching and learning for girls and women each year.

7.3.1.1

The First Ceremonial Event

The Arrernte women were invited by the Apmereke-artweye, which they themselves had to get
permission from their Kwertengerle. Here the teachers are the Apmereke-artweye mape. They
sing the song and teach the dance, but the Kwertengerle mape paint the songline onto the body
and make sure the women dance the right way and paint the right dreaming. They also make
sure the women are connected to the right dreaming to perform the dance and have got
permission to be part of the ceremony.
This performance is taught through the Nyurrpe system. You have to be the opposite side to
teach and the opposite side to be the learner. Why is this so? It is because this has to be a fun
event. Because you and your teacher are not on the same Nyurrpe side, so therefore you are
joking to your cousins throughout the song and dance. While joking, this is an Arrernte way of
respect, respecting your relationship through kinship.
Beginners are taught by the two groups of grandmothers, aperle and imphenhe, of the land.
They are taught only two story songs about the creator of the land, performing the land through
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dancing , while being taught about the body, mind and the spirit. Here we sing the story about
the birthplace or birthmark of the young girls which in Arrernte means Aknganeke-arle.
Aknganeke-arle also means belonging to that birthplace in the grandmothers' land, the land of
their aperle and imphenhe . It is also the conception site where the mother has conceived her
baby and the baby belongs to that particular place. Therefore the mother does not own the
baby. She is just a carrier; the land owns the baby. The baby is then the Apmereke-artweye, the
owner of that birth place and the mother is the caretaker, kwentengerle, who looks after their
children's possessions in the land.
Here the teachers are Altyelenhenge. Altyelenhenge means a young woman's two groups of
female cross-cousins, each with a different skin name. These female cross-cousins are the young
woman's mother's brother's daughters or her father's sister's daughters. The male children,
ankele of the Altyelenhenge are the first choice marriage partners of the young woman.
These lessons are taught because you have the responsibility of raising a family. The teaching
occurs before marrying each other. The Altyelenhenge areye, a group of them, teach each other
in a funny way, joking to each other and teasing, not putting each other down, but in a way
correcting and encouraging each other. This is also putting sense into each other, because they
are both classed in one group and they are not Nyurrpe to each other.

7.3.1.2

The Second Ceremonial Event

This second event happened where the songline went through the country. Here we looked at
the landscape, the hills and the valleys. The lesson was taught by the Apmereke-artweye mape
and their Kwertengerle mape. Here the lesson had to be looked at because the songline story
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runs into another country so we talked about the overlapping of the stories from the different
countries. The Apmereke-artweye mape just sing the songline that traveled through the
countries. Here women from the four skin names from each country get involve in the
ceremony. The cross-cousins and the cross-cousin's cousins are part of the ceremony now.
Altyelenhenge are the best teacher for each other when it comes to be secret things because
they can joke about it and teach each other and not put each other down. Altyelenhenge always
teach each to be secret to each other, they teach each other rules and regulations about
learning activities with their Awenhe. Awenhe take a big roles in teaching the knowledge,
because its their fathers's stories that are taught and the father's country that are sung. It is
aways the Apmereke-artweye and the kwertengerle that are the main teachers about the
country. Within the father's country you invite the cross cousins and the cross cousins' cousins,
because they are the cultural knowledge holders that overlooks the whole activities that
involves Awenhe children. Without these people you cannot learn or teach anything according
to the law, it doesn't make any sense of belonging.
The learning of this second stage involves the songs of the sacredness of the land. These songs
and the songline stories teach us about sacredness of our bodies, the importance of looking
after and caring for our bodies and to respect ourselves.
Awenhe anwerne-kenhele akaltyele-arle-anthemeye, nthakenhe amangkenhetyeke,
nthakenhe anenhetyeke, nthakenhe apeke ilenhetyeke ane arenhetyeke.
Teaching is a sacred thing when learning about our Arrernte life cycle; to grow up knowing how
to be according to the law, knowing how to grow into the law and continue learning your law
within that learning cycle and also to look into the future so that you will earn that respect for
your leadership and be a cultural holder.
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7.3.1.3

The Third Ceremonial Event

The cultural knowledge taught at this third stage is again taught by the Nyurrpe. Our Nyrrupe
talked about the body paintings and about making yourself pretty and attractive for our
husbands. Our Nyrrupe also taught us about the secret behind the beauty of being the carer and
the bearer of life. All this is taught by the Apmereke-artweye mape and their Kwertengerle .
They are the teachers and their learners are their Nyurrpe mape.
This third ceremony and its knowledge are about the secret things that the land holds for us.
The songline teaches us that our bodies need to be looked after because we will be or are the
mothers that carry babies. The secretness of the body is not allowed to be talked in public. We
can only talk about these things to certain people. The altyelenhenge teach each other about
secret affairs, so they whisper to each other to let people know that they only mean business for
themselves and not meant for others. The beauty behind the feminine is strong and sacred
because you have the women's power and knowledge has a cultural holder and the bearers of
life.

7.3.1.4

The Fourth Ceremonial Event

The Fourth event was at a place for the single mothers and mothers who became widows. Here
the Apmere-artweye mape of this place are invited to participate and to get involve in the
event. So other Apmereke-artweye mape and Kwertengerle mape teach their Nyurrpe system.
The Apmereke-artweye mape and Kwertengerle mape are the single mothers' and widows'
aunties' children and their uncles' children. The Apmereke-artweye can talk about the land
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because they know who the witnesses for them are when they speak for the land, who their
land-guiders are.
Apmereke-artweye means you are a owner of the country, because your father and your
grandfather owns that particular country and they got this country from their ancestors.
Kwertengerle means you are a carer or a land-guider, one who cares for the people of the land
and hold possesses of the land like, songs, dances, art and other cultural obligations.
On the women's side - I'm talking only women's side here - women have songs only for women
and the old ladies know which songs. They sing songs and paint the paintings and special
symbols to go with these songs, but they only have the same skin names to match the songline.
We dance for the teaching purpose for the children of widows, ampe alhampwe - mape. The
grandmother, aperle, from the widow's father's side are handed down and connected to the
widow's children for the purpose of teaching them. The widow's children ampe alhampwe mape are taught by their aperle and their father's sisters, awenhe, about their fathers' country.
Here the widows' children are given a chance to sing songs and dance their aperle kenhe
dreaming. The widow, warlekwerte, and her ampe alhampwe - mape are put in their place in
the kinship system, the place where they come from and this reconnects them with the family
groups from the surrounding countries. The alhampwe will be lost if not linked back into their
country. The widow of the children must be silent in the ceremony but the children need to be
heard. This is part of the healing process for the warlekwerte and a filling of the cultural
learning gap for their ampe alhampwe - mape .
This is the time when teenage daughters of the widows, ampe alhampwe - mape, come into
that stage of becoming a young women and that is when it is the serious time for dancing,
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painting, learning how to dance, learning to recognising the songs, learning to making headdress
and knowing how to shake a leg and stand in a line. Also this is the time when it is serious to
hear the songs and dance the country to come alive. This is the time the widow's children, ampe
alhampwe - mape, reconnect.
When you are teaching the songs and the dances, you are permitted to teach and learn only the
songs and dance from your country. So therefore, each family group teaches their own children
according to the lore and order of the country. You also have to open your heart to mind map
your spiritual journey because the land is also teaching you spiritually.

7.3.2 The Arrernte Young Men’s Ceremonies
From December 2015 to February 2016 I participated in the women’s side of the young Arrernte
men’s initiation ceremonies. These ceremonies formed a sequence – the beginning, during and
the ending ceremonies. At the conclusion of these ceremonies the young men, as new young
men, hunted kangaroos and brought the meat back to share with their families. This was to
show that they could now be providers for their families. This was a big celebration. The women
Elders and the senior men got together from the beginning to organize these ceremonies. I,
myself, participated while observing carefully the way the older women, my Elders, organized
the learning that was central to each ceremony. It was in this way that I came to understand
their way of teaching, their pedagogy.
During these special occasions we all, girls, young women, mature women and older women,
would spend time with the old ladies celebrating the womanhood of our culture. We spent time
with them talking about the importance of becoming the carriers of our Arrernte culture
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through the stages of being a child, a girl, a young woman, a mother and then being a
grandmother. At each ceremony we were categorised into skin groups because it is easy to
teach and learn the cultural activity that is related to you through your particular skin group. As
a teacher and a learner we have to be careful about who you teach and what you are learning
and where this learning is coming from within the Arrernte knowledge system.
At each ceremony within the skin groups we have a rule set for each one - we only learn about
our own country and what knowledge comes with that country. The general knowledge for
everyone in the groups is the same. We respect the rule of the law: Arrpenirrentye. These
ceremonies are all about kinship relationships to each other, through the land and everything
that emerges from the land. The ceremonies are all about strenghthen the law within us, so that
we can teach it to our grandchildren. You do not cross over to the wrong country line, you focus
on your grandparents. When ceremony is taught about the land, you relate culturally to the
ceremony as either a landowner or a caretaker to the country of each of your grandparents. The
landowner and the caretaker responsibilities belong to the two group of people who balance
the law of the Arrpenirrentye relating to the land.
You then go out to the country and meet the spirit of the land. This ceremony is about teaching
what you have learnt from the Elders. You are who you are, when it comes to the kinship
system, you now hold the law and you are the cultural holder of your grandparents’ country.
What you have learnt in the ceremonies before, now you put it into practice by taking up your
part in the ceremony as a teacher, but remember you teach only your side of the kinship
system.
In this ceremony the families come together and relate to each other in a respectful way. Men
and women become cultural fathers and cultural mothers to celebrate the life of a new man
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that has just became a warrior and a leader of his grandparents’ country. Also the young people
become cultural brothers and cultural sisters within the Arrpenirrentye system and that is how
we are related to land through the ceremonial kinship system. Ceremony activities are about
strengthening the knowledge in each generation and understanding the rules and regulations
that underline the ways we behave in and relate to country. When you are involved in the
activities you are taught to get the knowledge and hold it to use it later on when you understand
it properly.
Throughout the year cultural ceremonial activities run on special occasions during the seasons
of our Arrernte cultural calendar. The Elders plant knowledge into the minds of the younger
Arrente by having singing and dancing activities within kinship groups. These kinship groups are
put into country groups so that young people can go with their grandparents into their country.
A lot of teaching and learning occurs in these activities which are lead by the Elders within each
kinship group. These activities are like theory work and it is written into the minds of the
younger Arrente that they then take to their gut feelings. This is what we call oral education
written into our visual arts where everything is written in the act of dancing and singing. We
read these actions and write it down by doing the dancing and singing together. When we are
ready and know that we have learnt, the Elders join in with the dancing and singing with us at
the ending ceremony and we all have a big celebration by having a feast together where the real
teaching and learning comes alive. This is when the knowledge that we grabbed hold of in the
beginning is now released and shared by doing the dancing and singing activities together. In
this ceremony you bring your country and dance to the songs. You show everyone about your
country through this ceremony.
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This is when the young men come back to their families after going out to their country with
their new knowledge of country and coming back with kangaroos as a gift to share with their
cultural sisters and brothers. In this way they are binding together with country and the people
of the land, their families.
This is all about the Arrpenirrentye system in which Arrernte people have the law of sharing
with your families.

7.4

My Initial Observations of the Way the Old Ladies became Teachers

I observed the six Elders teach the younger women and girls throughout these ceremonies. I was
looking at the ways they taught and how they checked if their teaching had been successful. In
this section of the Chapter I expand on the notes I took while observing and participating in the
ceremonies.
The old ladies would let and listen to the young women talking and joking about the singing and
dancing they have already been to and the knowledge they have learnt, because it is still inside
their system what they have learnt. The way they would know if they have learnt the lessons is
to tell the young women it's secret and to keep it to yourselves in their own Nyurrpe group and
then watch that they do not carry on singing and dancing in front of the other Nyurrpe women.
And the young women would go off with their cousins and joke around and the new knowledge
only becomes public to the ears of their Nyurrpe women only. If the young women did the
wrong thing then one or two of the young ones will go back and tell the old ladies about the
gossip, and they would see them dancing and singing the songs. Then their remarks will be
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"kweye Kelekatyaye!", my goodness girls!' Then they will have a big laugh, "hehehehehe,ye!"
and poke each other in the ribs and joke around with their cousins but some of the old ladies
would be upset, but will be asking for the young women to go and see them, so that they will be
asked which songs they were singing, because there are other songs that they can sing in public
for teaching purposes.
The old ladies know that they have taught the lessons right and the learning has occurred. They
feel very proud and happy that they have delivered the lesson very well according to the lore.
The old ladies will also know the lesson has been taught right when the young women come
back to them and ask them when the next gathering will occur so that they can bring back other
young girls who are ready to attend the next coming ceremony. The altyelenhenge areye gets
the word around that they are attractive young women who are ready to marry their right skins.
The old ladies know they have taught the lesson by themselves feeling healthy in their body,
spirit and mind because the country gives us healing mentally and phyically through the
teaching. Then we all are healthy as a family and the land is healthy too and to know we have
released our spirit to go wild into the wilderness and to emerge to energise us in return.
Because its all part of the healing for the young family tree to become a strong family, therefore
they become strong mothers who will later become strong grandmothers and strong cultural
holders themselves. We are also taught to listen with our hearts for the cries of those who have
lost their track of knowledge, where they have travelled on their journey and lost confidence in
themselves. This may happen because the elder of their leaders has died or they have lost their
connection to the land of old age and no longer remember their right-way life journey. We
retrieve our right-way life journey by looking at the songline coming into our country and
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looking at our kinship neighbours for overlapping of songs which will connect us through the
anpernirrentye system.
The Elders also let the young women and girls who have participated in the ceremonies from the
beginning to sing the story and they also let them sing along with the Elders, so that they are
able to be corrected. They all laugh through the mistakes but the Elders keep singing together
and encourage the young women and girls to learn through their mistakes. The young women
and girls are not corrected or judged by shaming in public.
Why the Elders teach the young women and girls is because they know it is time in the night sky
and in the younger ones' bodies for them for the learning to commence. The Elders themselves
feel they are getting old and they see that a lot of their grandchildren and their great
grandchildren are not learning as they should. There is a danger that these younger generations
will be lost and there will be a learning gap. The old ladies are part of the constant learning as it
was in the past for ongoing delivery of our cultural knowledge and skills so that the knowledge
and skills can be carried continuously for generations to come.
The old ladies go through a lot of pain mourning and grieving for the loss of their loved ones and
all this pain grows inside and the ceremonies are the time to release the sorrow and to let the
land heal in time with the spirit of the land. Ceremonies are a good time to release the pain,
because that is the time to empty their coolamon that the old ladies are carrying and refill the
coolamon with the fresh fruits from the land and, through this coolamon, refill themselves.
When the cultural ceremonies come to an end we would have a closing ceremony where we all
get together and say goodbye with a tear and hug each other goodbye but not for long because
the journey for the young women and girls has just begun. This is because many of the young
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women have now become teachers themselves. As for us young women, being teachers and
cultural holders, we have to keep practicing our knowledge and attend our other leaders’
ceremonies for support and cultural advice. For us to carry and hold that coolamon we have to
be strong women. Life is a circle and the teaching and learning begins at birth and continues
until death.
Margaret Kemarre Turner (2010) talks about teaching and learning and the importance of the
coolamon in the Arrernte concept of teaching as a sacred thing:
After they were born, new little babies would be placed in a coolamon. The
grandmothers would warm their hands in the smoke of the fire and touch
the little ones’ mouths. With the warmth from the smoke, the
grandmothers'd speak these words: "Don't talk wrongly, don't speak
wrongly with this mouth. Never swear or say anything bad towards
anybody, and don't speak wrongly towards the elders. Let this mouth to be
saying just the right things and the right words. Don't tell other people's
stories, and only speak the truth". Then they'd warm their hands and put
their fingers on the baby's two ears and say "only hear good stories", don't
listen to other people's conversations, nasty gossip, or comments about
others. Don't repeat their stories". Then they'd warm their hands and touch
their eyes then, and say "use these eyes to see good things. ...... You have
to always keep your eyes on your own path" (p. 198).
This quote from Turner shows the importance of the coolamon and the grandmothers at the
beginning of a person’s life. Turner (2010) makes the strong point that teaching “is a really
sacred thing, because everything that we’re learning is sacred, sacred things about our
existence” (p. 198). Turner (2010) tells us that for Arrernte people are taught by the Elders how
to be, how to keep growing and learning strongly and how to live a good life into the future (p.
198).
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Kathleen Kemarre Wallace's painting below is about a young woman giving birth. This painting
teaches us about the importance of a family for survival. The painting's story is teach your
children the right way, the traditional way, so that they can be strong and healthy. The mother
needs to be healthy and strong too for the survival of bringing up the child. The child gets its
strength from the mother. Grandmothers are Itelarentye, knowing our culture. The Elders see a
child after it is born. They need to go through a cultural process like presenting the child to the
fire, where the heat and the smoke will heal the weak bones inside the body, to allow the
children to hear with their ears and see with their eyes the right messages for life and to make
the child strong and independent in the world.

Kathleen Kemarre Wallace,Therirrerte, Woman and Baby, (KA code 382-07)
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As I observed, the Arrernte hidden curriculum is about learning together within the right
relationships. Turner (2010) supports me. The teaching Elders are the right grandparents for the
young women and girls and we learn together.
You cannot tell anybody that you’ve learnt something by yourself, because
there is no such thing as learning by yourself” (Turner, 2010, p. 199).
Both grandparents and parents are the important teachers of the children who are learning
together.
Those old people, the akngerrepate, those grandparents that taught the
relationship knowledge, they became really top leaders for their families.
…. People see them as even more knowledgeable than their own parents ….
The parents are halfway along the line” (p. 198).
The akngerrepate are the ones who tell those younger than themselves about the important
knowledge. They are handing on the knowledge (Turner, 2010, p. 199).
I have included further observations of the way the old ladies became teachers in the next
chapter.

7.5

Conclusion

Arrernte people teach and learn through stories. This was shown through the singing and
dancing in the ceremonies I observed and participated in for my research study.
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Kathleen Kemarre Wallace (2009) supports this conclusion with her story of the Emu Man
Ancestor.
Everyone can learn from stories; this one is about listening, learning and
respecting the culture we share. It is about the knowledge of our ancestors,
speaking to us through apmere, art, dance, song and stories. This story (the
Emu Man story) used to be told to us by our grandparents. It shows us the
importance of respecting our culture and its laws – especially about trying
to break up other people’s family. It is story of endeavour, trust and good
faith (p. 171).
This story connects strongly to my key knowledge metaphor for my research, the Arrernte
Kinship System, Anpernirrentye.
Kemarre’s painting of the Emu Man Ancestor, Pintaherraherre, is included below.
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Kathleen Kemarre Wallace, Pintaherraherre Emu Man Ancestor (KA Code 02-08)

This story in the painting above is the story about the Emu Man who had two wives and always
kept them together and watched them go hunting together. The two women would wander off
together and collect food and the Emu Man would be following behind them and keeping track
of them so that they wouldn't sneak off from him. One day they decided to run away with the
other men who where human men and leave the Emu Man alone. But he tracked them down
and found them and killed the men who had tried to take his wives away from him. With his
wives back, the Emu Man then turned himself into a human man. This story is about the laws
that keep families together and punish those that try to break up families.
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Kemarre, (2009) wrote, “The strongest thing I want to say to our children today is: don’t forget
our culture. It is important. Listen to the old people, don't just turn away. Listen respectfully to
what they say, and go forward” (p. 170).
The paintings we see from our country and the songs sung from our country have a cultural
meaning and these paintings and songs interpret the stories for a reason: a reason to shape our
identity, of who we are and where we come from.
To teach children we must tell stories, take them out bush, move around
out there with them. Go out hunting, look for what you want to find, talk to
them about what you’re looking for. It is survival. Teach children not to go
hungry, but where to look for good food. Teach them to dance and sing in
their country, explain to them how our lives changed as we moved on to
the missions and away from homelands. ….. Think deeply, tell stories, talk
about what you do – that is how children learn best, by doing things. It is
also a way to teach other people from outside our country – show them our
country (Kemarre, 2009, p. 170).
After the big ceremonies there are whispers in the air, that the spirit of the land whispers the
knowledge throughout the land and it echoes the powerful message of healing to everyone. The
culture has been delivered safely and accepted by the spirit of the land.
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Chapter 8

Arrernte Cultural Reproduction Practices as
Arrernteke Akaltye-Irrene

Here I draw from the stories of Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy in Practice, of Arrernteke AkaltyeIrrene, to identify the key elements of Arrernte cultural education. These key elements are
described under the headings of Arrernte learning principles, Arrernte curriculum and Arrernte
women’s teaching and learning practices. From these three sets of key elements I then define
what is an Arrernte women’s pedagogy.

8.1

Arrernte Teaching/Learning Principles

The child's learning and teaching comes from their four grandparents, Arrenge and Aperle,
Atyemeye and Ipmenhe. This is in a learning cycle that forms the child’s community. When a
child is learning he or she is building the right cultural environment to become a learner from his
or her grandparents. The children learn from every stage, what and how to learn important
cultural knowledge that is related to the cultural learning environment. This knowledge includes
connecting to the grandparents through the kinship system, because the child too will become a
grandparent one day. To become an adult you have to learn about the kinship system that
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guides you to be a relative in the right relationship to particular teachers and a teacher that has
an Anpernirrentye to everyone within your family tree.
The learning is in a spiral that forms a community of learning and teaching, because later on you
will also either be an Arrenge, Aperle, Atyemeye or Ipmenhe to a child. You are not classed as
one grandparent. You are labeled a cultural holder to teach the children. In the Arerrnte way a
teacher is a cultural knowledge holder.
The teaching is always to a group of learners. The group is made up of children with the right
skin names and country groups that can learn together and help each other. There are no
avoidance relations in the learning groups. The learning and teaching group members are from
kinship groups that are related to each other through the bloodline and country.
The anpernirrentye system is embedded in our learning and in our teaching system and it is the
core principle of our teaching and learning as well as for our Arrernte curriculum.
The activities within ceremonies, whether the ceremony is for a death or the young men's
ceremony or the young women's ceremony, we teach each other discipline and also to be
together as one. Learning occurs at the same level and no one is the ‘boss’. We learn together.
As said in Chapter 5, our teaching takes place without teasing, without putting anyone down or
without making anyone feel shame or sad.
When teaching culture to children the Elders always teach to a kinship group of children. The
Elders do this because they teach for the understanding of the same meaning. Here Elders
correct each other as well when teaching children to sing and dance. The children will see for
themselves when they make mistakes. The Elders encourage the children together to do things
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together and no-one is singled out. The Elders always teach in a group as kwertengerle and the
apmereke artweye to support each other to deliver the lessons properly and from this team
teaching, the children will know togetherness and will form a strong understanding of the
knowledge. The Elders and the children are teaching and learning for the same understanding.
Learning together will hold us together. This way of teaching avoids separating the children into
different levels of understanding.

8.2

Arrernte Curriculum

The Arrernte curriculum is all taught through our Arrernte cultural ceremonies that bring us
together to celebrate our cultural journey through life. Our traditional knowledge is delivered
during our ceremonies. Our ceremonies are like the University where the Elders teach that very
high degree of knowledge. There are ceremonies where activities are carefully planned by the
kinship relatives according to the anpernirrentye system. There are preparation ceremonies
that lead us up to starting the knowledge teaching and learning activities. These preparation
ceremonies are planning times for the main ceremonies that follow where all the families are
involved. This planning is for the right time of the year for each ceremony and for when the right
kinship families are available. Then we all end the ceremonies together to close with a final
ceremony. This brings closure for everybody.
The Elders guide these stages through each ceremony and the activities within each stage with
their deep knowledge. They share (teach) their deep knowledge by participating in the group of
learners. There are many ceremonies that are highly recommended for teaching and learning
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purposes such as ceremonies to do with death (sorry business) and the young men's ceremonies
to becoming men and the young women's ceremonies (women's business) to become cultural
leaders in the future. These ceremonies are taught for recognition and new learning of the
traditional knowledge every year according to our night sky and seasonal calendar by our
Arrernte academics, our Elders.
The content of the Arrernte curriculum can be spoken about in general terms. For example, in
the sorry business ceremonies the content is about sending the spirits back to the country of
their ancestral ground, so the family will be happy and healthy knowing that the spirit is safe.
The family is also happy and not worried about the spirit. They can feel that the spirit will not
trouble bothering them. It is also good for the whole group doing this together, to keep the
whole family tree together and keep the country healthy to live in.
In the young men's ceremony the content is about becoming a strong cultural male leader that
has respect for all families and will take the role as a good husband and be a teacher to his
grandsons. He will hold the family together and will be looked up to for advice. He is the cultural
leader and will take the role of his own father and grandfather. He will take care of his family
and the country of his father's father's father's going back in time.
In the young women's ceremony the content is about being a strong woman to carry that
coolamon of knowledge for women just like her body is a coolamon that carries the babies. She
is a cultural holder that can teach her granddaughters. She has the role of being the leader and a
supporter of her family. She is the wife in the right skin marriage and a mother that will bear and
carry children. She will raise her children and her sisters' children to grow up strong and healthy.
She has the beauty of being a woman.
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Central to all this curriculum content is the teaching and learning of the kinship system,
anpernirrentye. The content always grows from new understandings of anpernirrentye.

8.3

Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy

The Arrernte teaching/learning principles and the Arrernte curriculum discussed above were all
supported by my observations and participation in women’s ceremonies as part of my research.
Together these summaries of the way Arrernte old women teach the younger women and girls
to learn is what makes up Arrernte women’s pedagogy; that is the way we are traditionally
taught the knowledge of deep importance to us that must continue.
In summary, the Arrernte women’s pedagogy involves both principles and curriculum content.

8.3.1 Pedagogical Principles
The principles associated with Arrernte women’s pedagogy are:
•

highly knowledgeable Elders in the right kinship relationships to the learners;

•

teaching and learning always involves group activities – groups of teachers teaching
groups of learners;

•

teaching and learning groups are in the right kinship relationships for strong
communication; that is there are no avoidance relationships within the teaching and
learning groups;
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•

learners learn not only together but at the same level of meaning within their group –
learners share their understandings;

•

within the learning group no one is teased or shamed or made to feel stupid;

•

within the teaching group the teachers support each other and combine their
knowledge into what is to be taught; and

•

if one teacher corrects another, it is done respectfully through the Nyurrpe system.

8.3.2 Curriculum Development
Arrernte curriculum development occurs as follows:
•

curriculum content is taught and learnt through ceremonies;

•

content and teaching/learning activities are carefully planned by the right knowledge
keepers – the knowledge experts;

•

the planners are the main teachers during the learning of the planned content;

•

the planning is a serious and prolonged process;

•

the actual teaching and learning takes place when the time is right during the year for
the planned content and when teachers of the right kinship relationships to the learners
are available;

•

in the main ceremony after the extended planning, the important content is taught to
the learners.
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•

This content relates to the learners being ‘grown up’ as strong Arrernte men and
women;

•

This content can also relate to learners' understanding of the spirit world and how this
world is part of them;

•

All content is embedded in and given significance by both the teachers and the learners
through the anpernirrentye.

As already stated, the Arrernte calendar and curriculum runs on our night sky which
changes on an annual cycle from year to year. Our Arrernte calendar based on the night sky
is connected to our seasonal calendar. Our ceremonies are timed to particular appearances
of stars according to the Arrernte calendar that indicates the right seasons for each cultural
ceremony that we celebrate as festivals every year. For example, we have the important
family ceremonies when the morning star is bright in the sky just ahead of the rising sun and
when the seven sisters are high in the sky with the Milky Way in the background. The night
sky tells us when the time for particular ceremonies are near and we get ready to begin the
celebrations of teaching and learning from the deeper knowledge, from the roots of the
land. We need to celebrate by singing with the spirit of the land and to dance with the land
to come alive. When planning the activities, we prepare in groups according to skin names
and the rightful people get involved in the planning. The Elders are the main people who
arrange and organise things to make the ceremonies happen. The young people are always
encouraged to get involved in organising to the help of the Elders. They always look for the
right skin groups and work with them.
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Kathryn Kemarre Wallace, Seven Sisters in the Sky (KA 139-05)

The above painting by Kemarre Wallace shows the constellation of the seven sisters with the
Milky Way in blue behind them. Other stars are shown in the background and brighter stars are
linked together across the centre of the painting. The seven sisters are drawn either in front or
behind the connections between the large bright stars. The sisters are dancing among these
stars, blinking on and off. The full story depicted in this painting however is sacred and secret.

8.4

Arrernte Teaching/Learning Practices in the Community Classroom

The challenge now for me is to take these principles and curriculum that make up the Arrernte
Women’s Pedagogy and transfer this to the teaching and learning practices of teachers and
students in an Arrernte community classroom. How to adapt Arrernte women’s pedagogy into
an Arrernte teaching style for classrooms of children?
I will now address this challenge.
Beginning the school in the morning with the Arrernte children in an Arrernte community is like
welcoming the community into a learning environment that has set times to the teaching
calendar. You teach what needs to be taught within that length of time, and because our time
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has a long length of space for teaching, for delivering the process of learning for our children, we
can now adapt our teaching into the white education system. In the white delivered education
system we Arrernte teachers forget about our own cultural ways of teaching. Now is the time to
change this, for example, by planning together to learn together, we will live together be
healthy and happy. We teach in a group to a group. Kinship learners are taught by the kinship
teachers. Our kinship shows us the way. The anpernirrentye is the rule of the law.
Here below are some important teaching strategies that I would adapt to improve our Arrernte
children’s learning in our Arrernte community schools.
•

It is best for our children to start the lesson together in a group so they know how to behave
to each other. When they see who is in the circle, the children would put themselves into a
position where they will show respect to each other and relate to the teacher. Here the
children will relate to each other and will not get involved in bullying and teasing. Learning
together then becomes a family matter.

•

Teachers and their teaching assistants (teaching aides) team teach. Therefore the children
need to be put into two learning groups at least (maybe more), so the teachers are sharing
their teaching together, and the children are taught to the same understanding of
knowledge in each group and across the class. The children are also sharing their knowledge
and learning at the same time.

•

Correct the children by going over the learning (words and sentences, numbers and
problems, for example) together. Here you are not shaming them. Our Aboriginal children
do not like to be put to shame. That is when they feel they are told they are dumb or stupid.
When we are participating in the ceremonies we are always praised by repeating the songs
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together and dancing the dance together and that is how we correct each other, by
repeating what is to be learnt together.
•

Have a break for toilet, have girls’ group first and then the boys’ group later. It is not a
culturally appropriate to see the boys and girls go to the toilet together. The relationship
between the brothers and sisters does not allow them to see each other going to do private
business together at the same time. When we are in ceremonies we are in separate groups
for men’s cultural ceremonies and for women’s cultural ceremonies and our businesses are
respected by each of us.

•

Invite the parents to school to firstly sit in the learning groups so they can help and correct
their children through the anpernirrentye system and, secondly, to also help and correct the
classroom teacher when needed. Parents would make the teacher aware of the system and
make the teacher understand the Arrernte cultural rules and regulations and implement the
rules according to the classroom rules. Our parents teach us about everyday way of life and
common sense. I would adapt this role to the classroom teaching and learning.

•

We would have groups in kinship groups like, Nyurrpe and make rules according to the
anpernirrentye system. If this rule is put in place by the kinship classroom teacher with the
help of the children and their parents it will enable the children to understand the system.
Each classroom has rules that the teacher has made up with the children. Adopt and adapt
our rules into the classroom rules as well.

•

Teachers team teach and plan together. A white teacher can teach in English and the
Arrernte teacher will teach in Arrernte. The teachers will teach both groups in turn when
they change groups and the lessons will be taught in both languages to the groups and
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learning will be the same across both groups. Arrernte teachers have the responsibility in
the teaching of the Arrernte language to the Arrernte children in the classroom.
•

Give children freedom to move around when they come into the classroom. The classroom
is set up like a workplace by the white system of schooling, so it is very foreign to Arrernte
children and they are not sure of the situation. They are trying to feel confident about the
atmosphere inside the classroom, an atmosphere that has, to them, a set of rules foreign to
any teaching and learning environment they have experienced within their families. When
we come to the classroom we bring knowledge with us and we think in a cultural way. When
we are in a ceremony we feel free to walk around and see and feel the atmosphere around
us and to make ourselves comfortable and confident to enter into the teaching and learning
process. It is important to the children to feel free in the classroom in a similar way.

•

Welcome the children into the classroom when they are late, invite them into the lesson,
slowly bringing them into the group. We are always welcomed by the Elders into their
gatherings and the learning of the lessons.

•

Be flexible with time and space. When learning the lesson we, the Arrernte children, are
thinking in our own language. It takes a longer time to think and come up with the answer
than if we were just thinking and responding in one language only. Thinking connects you
back to the cultural way of life. Whitefella, warlpale or mperlkere way of teaching is not our
way of learning but we can adapt our cultural way of life into the main stream of education.
We cannot interpret or translate exact words from Arrernte into English or English into
Arrernte, but children can translate and interpret easy and nearest words into English
sentences to explain their deep understandings and knowing in their Arrernte thinking to
their English-speaking teacher. But this is often difficult for the English-speaking teacher to
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understand. It also does not always make sense to the children when they are trying to
translate or interpret an English word and that is why understanding the goal of a lesson can
be very hard for them to achieve.
•

Do not talk over the children or talk in a loud voice. It is not culturally respectful to talk to
people in a loud voice or talk over them, because when we sing, we sing together in the
same volume to understand each other respectfully and we listen to each other carefully.

•

Recognise that Aboriginal children feel uneasy answering direct questions or any questions
about what they know or what they may not know. Remember that when in a classsroom
situation the children don't like to be questioned, because they can get confused knowing
that the teacher already knows the answer and they will, wisely, only play guessing games
with the teacher.

•

Instead of asking a question to find out what the children think or know a classroom teacher
could let the children tell their stories related to the lesson. The teacher could then tell their
story. This will encourage the children to add to their own stories giving the teacher more
information about what the children really understand.

•

Teaching through story telling will lead to learning conversations between the teacher and
the children. The children would feel comfortable in these conversations because they can
choose to listen or to contribute. Either way, they are learning.

•

Accept the absence of the child not attending the school. The child is in sorrow because of
the death in the family or is sick. An Aboriginal child has different ways of healing and it
takes a long time to heal, because they do not heal by himself or herself. The process of
healing takes place with the families. The child is also learning to culturally grieve and the
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process of healing that are leading up to the burial ceremony. This is where the children
represent their own kinship groups and learn higher degrees of knowledge.
Here Turner (2010), an Arrernte an Elder, expresses the mourning process of a child, and
how important the healing for a child is when you are with the families.
Sadness is an illness. People who had sadness in the past, it’s like a disease,
ye.....
Kids can feel it. some kids don’t, and some kids do. When they hear weeping
they get emotional......When you're in sadness, the sickness will come to you,
and so you must let arelhe akngerrepate, Aborigianl Elders talk to you. In the
olden days, getting together to mourn as one people performed the healing.
It's most important to meet all the families, and after the sorry business you
can wait for other people to come to you (p. 104)
Turner also says, "we must do that. We must participate that. We must be in it, we
gotta be there" (p.107). Turner strongly says this because it is our tradition. Therefore
schools in Arrernte communities must make time and space in their teaching and
learning for when a child is in sorrow.
•

Accept the absence. The child is away because the family is getting ready for the ceremony
at the homelands or in another community. The children have to be present to be part of
the ceremony, either to watch it or be seen with their family group. Allow the children to be
away for cultural ceremonies. This is when they learn about how the anpernirrentye rules
our law according to our culture.

•

Let Arrernte children bring their cultural knowledge into the classroom. Do not let our
children leave their cultural knowledge at home, or outside the school boundary. Their
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cultural knowledge is the backbone of their cultural identity. It is who they are. Their
classroom learning must be in harmony with their identity, not antagonistic to it.
•

Do not let our children learn only Whitefella culture, reading only English and thinking only
in English. Here you are trying to break them away from their relationship with their
community and with their Arrernte ways of being, knowing and doing. Team teach with
Aboriginal teachers to block this practice.

•

Make school a fun place to be, where learning is fun and everyone is having a wonderful
time together. We look forward to our cultural ceremonies because these are fun places,
exciting places for us to be with our families and friends on country. These are times and
places when and where we enjoy being together. Let us make Arrernte schools the same.

Warlpale school is based on achieving the white Australian bench marks and is aimed for
preparing children the work place for warlpale and for fitting into warlpale ways of life,
warlpale ways of being, knowing and doing. The warlpale school is set up in stages for teaching
and learning to these ends. The teacher who has come from this background of education
knows how to teach the process in every stage even if they do not understand the full picture of
what they are doing. They teach from childcare to transition then to pre-school, then the child
goes off to early childhood, then primary, then post primary, then secondary then later on the
tertiary college and university.
An Arrernte school is not necessarily disrespectful of these same stages and the learning journey
as described. This same journey is important for us too in the modern world. But I want to see
Arrernte children, teenagers and young adults take this journey with their Arrernte learning at
the core of their teaching and learning experiences. Arrernte knowledge at the core of their
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school education will make safe the children’s Arrernte identity. With a safe and sound Arrernte
identity children can learn warlpale knowledge and then translate and interpret this knowledge
into their own strong Arrernte ways of being, knowing and doing without being culturally
weakened and made vulnerable to the assimilation forces of warlpale schools, forces that
include the Western hidden curriculum.
The anpernirrentye is the core of our curriculum and it explains everything above.

8.5

Conclusion

In this chapter I have woven together Arrernte pedagogical principles with Arrernte curriculum
development and Arrernte women’s teaching and learning practices to offer ways these three
elements can inform more culturally appropriate teaching and learning environments in
Arrernte school classrooms.
The nineteen offered ways for changing and transforming school classrooms that emerged from
this analysis will require further discussion and action research by school principals and their
teachers supported by Arrernte teachers, parents and Elders. These offered ways of translating
Arrernte pedagogy into school teaching and learning practices by teachers and their students
are a way into a culturally important professional development program for Arrernte
community school principals and classroom teachers; culturally important for us all.
One way into starting up such a professional development program would to spend time
introducing the warlpale school staff to the Anpernirrentye with its full implication to the
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effective teaching and learning of Arrernte children. This would need to be a done over several
weeks or longer at the beginning of the school year. This cannot be rushed as it is too important.
It gives meaning to the nineteen ways of changing one’s pedagogy.
During these Anpernirrentye professional development sessions the principal could take on the
responsibilities of the owners to country, apmereke – artweye, and the classroom teachers
could take on the roles of the caretakers to the country, kwertengerle, with, in this case, the
country being the school and its changing knowledge system. From this step, the principal and
his or her teachers could begin to work out and understand culturally informed ways of being,
knowing and doing under the guidance of their Arrernte staff, parents and Elders. This
necessary guidance would lead to further acceptance of the centrality of Anpernirrentye and
perhaps warlpale school staff accepting skin names from the community, being adopted into
families, and respecting the obligations that all this would then require.
I suggest the above Anpernirrentye professional development approach as a way forward in
addressing the challenge that began my Masters of Education study; that was to find out why
Arrernte children were not doing as well at school as non-Indigenous children and following my
guess that this was to do with the way teaching is delivered and the lack of emphasis on
Arrernte cultural language and relationships and connections within the Arrernte community.
To this end, I have now explored Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy to define the characteristics of
Arrernte teaching and learning practices and described an Arrernte teaching style that is built
on Arrernte Women’s Pedagogy that could be adapted to teaching in Arrernte community
schools.
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This Arrernte teaching style will not only improve the school learning of Arrernte children but I
believe will provide teachers with ways of teaching Arrernte children in community schools so
Ayeye-Ileme Ingketeme-Akerte, 'following the cultural footsteps of our Elders' becomes
stronger for them.
I want to conclude my Masters thesis by adding to My Story in Chapter 2 with my reflections on
my research journey undertaken over the past three years.
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Chapter 9

My Story Continues

Three years ago I decided to further my education by undertaking a research study on Arrernte
Education that lead from a conversation with my friends after a cultural activity where I took
young Arrernte children out bush to teach them. This lesson was about bush medicines. I took a
class of year 3 and 4 children to Ltyentye Apurte, out bush, to collect bush medicines. This bush
trip was a lesson on how to make bush medicine and what to use it for. This was a survival skill,
for snake bites and for itchy skins from ant bits when accidents like that happen. I realized how
important this activity was for us in teaching Arrernte children. This lesson was a meaningful
lesson for us. It had a cultural meaning too for me; being there out bush to teach. The bush trip
and this lesson was leading me somewhere. I was not sure where but the teaching and learning
was not good enough for the children to understand each piece of knowledge being taught. This
was because the children themselves realised that going to school was not learning but, they
saw it has going to do work, school work without deep learning. I started to see whitefella,
warlpale, education as totally different from the Arrernte education that I was trying to do out
bush, but not in a clear detailed way. That is why my vision into teaching and learning for
Arrernte children has been blurry and hard to explain to white society, to warlpale educators.
Then a couple of weeks later I decided to go and work at Akeyulerrea Healing Centre where I
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was involved in a cultural activity, where the young girls from Ltyentye Apurte community for
the first time were introduced to dancing by the Arrernte elders. I then helped set up a program
for Young children, so that they will continue to learn and enjoy the cultural activity. The Elders
saw that the young girls were not learning. But the young girls wanted to learn, it was just the
way the lessons were presented. I was there looking at the young girls and listening to the
Elders. I then spoke to Jane Ulrik, the co-ordinator of the Akeyulerrea Healing Centre, to suggest
that these sessions need to include teaching through cultural dancing. So then the bush schools
got set up and we had programs for the families that were living in Alice Springs town camps. I,
with the families, would go out and set up bush schools out in their homelands to teach their
children. The families living in Alice Springs town camps would go out with their children,
grandchildren and great- grandchildren and connect them back to their grandfathers' country.
The families living in town camps would go out to their homelands and teach the children
themselves about their grandparents' country. I would be going out with them and recording
the activities on the trips. Between each trip I would record everything they did and reflect on it
and talked to the elders about improving the bush trips.
But one day I thought it would be better if I recorded the things they have done in a book for
everyone to see and understand. It also made me think about furthering my qualification. My
qualification on white education needed to be strengthened by my Arrernte educational
knowledge. By doing this I would strengthen my knowledge by both ways education. By
engaging in these activities I realised I was trying to look for an answer to the teaching of our
Arrernte children as this was worrying me. From the time of teaching, for me, my inner vision
to see what was happening in wider Education systems was blurry, but the glimpse of
knowledge started to spark. My knowledge was starting to stretch straight up and down, left
and right and I was caught in the middle. My central knowledge to learning was awakened by
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the sparks of Arrernte cultural knowledge. As I was going places to teach I was searching for the
knowledge that was needed to reconnect my thinking to teach the Arrernte children in a proper
way. This helped me to see clearly from my heart, not from my eyes that I have come a long
way to find the understanding to all this knowledge of teaching and learning. The force of the
Old ways of learning has brought me to this point of my learning and teaching journey.
Later on I then went up to Darwin and visited my friend Professor Terry Dunbar at Charles
Darwin University and told her that I was interested in doing research on Aboriginal Education
involving my own people. So we sat in her office and started talking about how to get into the
University’s Masters Education course. She said it was hard work and a lot of studying in reading
and writing, that researching was hard work and you need to be prepared to commit yourself to
do the hard work. We then contacted our friend Dr John Henry who was down at Geelong. Dr
John Henry was a good friend of mine that I meet at Batchelor College in Rum Jungle. He was my
lecturer when I was a DBATE (Deakin Bachelor Aboriginal Teacher Education) student at
Batchelor College in 1988.So we all talked and finally all three of us met in Alice Springs. Then
four months later we were happy for I was then accepted to study the Masters by Research
course at Charles Darwin University. As I commence my study I was feeling confident in doing
the study but not quite ready in what was coming towards me. In a way it was scary to be
digging into and in finding out the root of the Arrernte cultural knowledge that was central to
my research. As a younger woman I had to connect myself with the Elders of my Arrernte
community so that I could study alongside them for my research study.
I was now an ACIKE student. ACIKE stands for: Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and
Education. When I started to get involved in writing up the chapters of my thesis I was
relearning again more clearly about my Arrernte culture and who I was as an Arrernte woman.
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That took me by surprise learning of how I grew up to be a woman of great pride and respect.
Again I was shaping up my inner spirit of belonging, recognizing openly and with new clarity to
where I belong and who owns my being. This shaping made me stronger as a person putting my
confidence of learning back in place.
The knowledge that I studied formed something else inside my spiritual learning and has shaped
my thinking to accept the Arrernte way of life. I can now stand next to my sister as a leader for
our grandfathers' Country, as a spokesperson with my sister for the women's prospects of our
country. I, myself, now see the Arrernte world through the same lens as my eldest sister with
the help of my Elders and my great teacher, my mother. My research study has made my
thinking come closer to my grandparents’, Arrenge and Aperle, Atyemey and Impenhe kenhe
country.
I now have the understanding of the modern education system through the knowledge of my
Arrernte cultural education. This research study has made me come half way to meet the
requirements of both warlpale and Arrernte education, to be able to see and to work side by
side with each other, warlpale and Arrernte, to meet the learning needs of both forms of
education. I will act upon this to make it happen when I return back to teaching with my
Arrernte community. This research has opened up for me a new level of meaning for western
educational knowledge. This is knowledge that I do not judge but accept as the way of western
education. However, the things to change for me are that the education of Arrernte children
must be based on the knowledge and understanding of Arrernte pedagogy, curriculum and
culturally informed teaching practices. My new knowledge also gives me an opportunity to
teach professional development to the wider white community about the Arrernte education
and how Arrernte education with its ways of teaching and learning, its pedagogy, could be
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adopted and adapted to community schools. I can now see the white education through my
Arrernte cultural lens and more fully understand the meaning of the concept of cultural
weakening through white-only education for Arrernte children. I now think with greater
understanding that the white education system needs to change for the better of the Arrernte
community schools. And I now have a way forward in the struggle ahead to make this change
happen in my Arrernte community together always with my Elders, mothers, aunties and sister.
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Post-Script: English Translation of the Tyangkertangkerte Story
As with all English translations of significant Indigenous Australian narratives the translation
below provides only a ‘surface’ level of meaning associated with the narrative without the
narrative’s deeper levels of knowledge available to Arrernte speakers involved in the
ceremonies described in this thesis.
The translation is by Kemarre Walace (2009). She refers to one meaning associated with this
story, that of behaving respectfully.
In the days when I was first taught this story, everyone was aware that it was important
to behave respectfully. Living together and protecting one another was the only way we
could survive. We were taught that our elders couldn’t protect us if we kept putting
ourselves in danger, so it was important to respect what they told us and behave as they
taught us (Wallace, p. 127, 2009).

The Mother Tree
This is a story about a special tree, a tree which existed in the ancestor days at a time when the
altyerre beings still roamed freely across the land, while they were bringing our world into
being. The place where this tree grew is called Arrkernke and this story is about a tree, a baby
who grew to be a young man called Tyangkertangkerte, and a family of puppies.
The story begins when two spirits in the altyerrenge were looking for awenke, a young woman
of the right age to have a baby. They had the spirit of the little baby with them and it needed a
mother to be placed in. We call this small spirit arremparrenge. The spirits guiding
arremparrenge were travelling around looking for an appropriate young woman but they were
having no luck. At Arrkernke were little girls with their families, none of them old enough to be
a mother. They went to the next place where families would be camping and which was not too
far away. That was Uyetye, but no one there was the right age. No awenke. They took that little
spirit, the arremparrenge, to the next spring looking for a young woman. In this way the spirits
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carried the arremparrenge with them all across our country. They stopped at each spring where
families were camping. They visited Itnewerrenge, then Mparnwenge, but still nothing for the
arremparrenge, so they went to Irlkerteye, then Ltyentye Apurte. From there they visited
Arterrke, before travelling to Therirrerte.
The spirits carrying the arremparrenge had travelled a long way. It was taking them many days
and nights. They needed to continue until they could find a mother to put arremparrenge into,
so it could grow inside her and become a human baby. After they left Therirrerte they decided
to try Ulerarrlkwe so they travelled there and found it was just like at the other springs – there
was no one the right age to have the little baby spirit. The spirits kept going, travelling to Inteye
Arrkwe, but found nothing. Still nothing! They came back to Alyapere, which is next to Salt
Bore. They went around that round rock we call Ulyerperre Ampetye – it means kangaroo leg.
Then past that little round hill we call Alyathenge, on the other side from Werirrte.
The spirits were worried now. They had travelled for a long time, and the arremparrenge
needed a place to grow and be born a person. They went to Werirrte but there was still no luck
for the arremparrenge. There were no girls there at all. They tried Alyathenge again and from
there they went back to Arrkernke.

What shall we do now, who will we give this little spirit to? they wondered. It was then that the
spirits carrying the arremparrenge noticed some wonderful big trees called ankerre, coolibah,
at Arrkernke. One tree in particular took their attention. It had a very round hollow in its trunk
which presented itself with a little hole as an opening. By now they had become quite tired of
carrying this little baby spirit, so they decided to put it inside that tree and give the tree
ngangkere, enabling it to look after a growing baby.
This is how the baby found itself being grown by a mother tree. While that baby formed in the
big tree, the arremparrenge spirit grew in the baby, living in the safe hollow inside the mother
tree. When it was old enough the little baby began to crawl out from the safe hollow in her
trunk to explore the world around the tree. After crawling about this way and that he went back
inside the hollow to be held and protected. This was how the days went on at Arrkernke. The
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baby boy grew.
One day a pregnant dog travelled to Arrkernke looking for a place to have her puppies. She saw
this very same tree. You see, the mother tree had roots which made a nice dark cave on the
ground. It was flat, cool and soft in the sand among her roots. The dog had her puppies in there.
They too started growing up in the shelter of the mother tree.
As the baby grew into a boy child, the puppies grew too. The mother tree used to talk to the
little boy, telling him what to try next, suggesting things he needed to do so he could grow into a
fine, healthy man. As he and the little dogs got bigger the pups sometimes got rough with him –
you know how little puppies are, they bite with little sharp teeth. When this happened the little
boy crawled into the mother tree’s hollow. She closed up around him, only leaving the hole
opened for air to come in so he could breathe.
That is how his life was for many years as he grew with his mother tree protecting him in her
hollow, giving him a place to sleep safely. He would wake up from his rest and learn through his
playing the many things he needed to know for survival. As he started to walk she couldn’t help
him, he had to learn to do things for himself from an early age. She talked to him, explaining
that he was a human being and that he needed to learn and do many different things in order to
look after himself as he grew older and bigger. So that’s what he did.
He needed to eat as he grew so he had to learn to hunt for himself. First of all he started
catching and eating little lizards, tender grass shoots and inmartwe. It is a really nice, soft green
plant that people still eat today. Then the boy began to catch and eat bigger animals and other
bush foods. The mother tree told him to go and look for bigger things, “you need to get your
belly really full, so look for a perentie and some alangkwe, bush banana. Atwakeye, bush
oranges, are good for you too. You look for those as well”. The boy started eating these bush
foods and many more. She named her son Tyangkertangkerte.
Naturally, the dogs would follow him as they too were hungry and needed to hunt and catch
food. Sometimes the boy used to be naughty and tease those dogs until they chased him. He
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was quick on his feet and clever enough to look for the fastest way to race back to the shelter of
his mother’s hollow where she protected him from the angry dogs.
As time passed he grew up tall and, naturally, the dogs grew bigger too. Because this happened
in the altyerrenge, these dogs were much larger than the ones we have today. They grew to
about half his height, capable of being fierce and menacing, but still he kept teasing them. By
the time he was twenty, he was prepared to travel out a long way away from his mother tree to
look for the best kangaroo to hunt. Even still, he would tease the dogs, who got so wildly angry
with him that they tried to attack him again and again. The young man could run so fast he
would beat the dogs back to the safety of his mother’s hollow and she would always close
around him to stop the big dogs from jumping up and getting at him.
One day he was hunting further away from his mother ankerre tree than usual and he had
caught not only one but two kangaroos for himself. Carrying them up on his shoulders, he
looked towards his mother tree, lined her up from where he was and then started to tease the
dogs. The hungry dogs became angry and vicious as usual. He started to run from the dogs, but
the boomerangs and spears he had made for himself felt too heavy. He threw them off, and set
off again. This time the kangaroos he carried weighed him down. The dogs were catching up fast
so he threw the kangaroos aside too. He lined up the tree and he sped off as fast as he could run
towards her. Reaching the tree he leapt at the trunk where her hollow should have been. He
had made a mistake. He had lined up and run towards the wrong tree. It was not his mother
tree. The tree he leapt up to offered him no protection. The angry dogs caught hold of him and
they killed him right there (Wallace, 2009, pp. 124-127.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Letters of Support
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Appendix 2: Participant Consent Form

INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Project Name:

AYEYE-ILEME INGKETEME-AKERTE

Researcher’s Name: Teresa Penangke Alice

I have read {or had read to me} the Plain English Information Sheet which explains
what this research project is about and I understand it.

I have had a chance to ask questions about the project and I am comfortable with
the answers that I have been given. I know that I can ask more questions whenever I
like.
I have volunteered to participate in the research. I know that I do not have to
participate in it if I don’t want to. I agree to being watched by Teresa Penangke Alice
while I am teaching during Arrernte women’s ceremonies. I know this will take the
time for each ceremony.
I know that I am free to withdraw at any time. If I do withdraw there will be no bad
consequences for me.

If I withdraw the information I have given can be used in the research only as pooled
with that of my sister Elders.
I know that the researcher will keep my information confidential so far as the law
allows and any acknowledgement of my participation will only be after my consent.
I have been told that we won’t talk about details of Arrernte women’s business for
Teresa’s research. I won’t pass on any of these details for this research project. If I
accidentally tell the researcher these kinds of things, they will try to stop me and
will try not to record them.
I know that I won’t get paid for participating in the research project.
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I have read {or had read to me} this Informed Consent Form and the Plain Language
Statement explaining Teresa’s research project and I agree to participate in the
research.
Signed by the research participant_____________________________________________
Name of the research participant______________________________________________
Date___________________________________
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